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PHOTOEXCITATION AND PHOTOIONIZATION OF THE ARGON ATOM
AND THE HYDROGEN BROMIDE MOLECULE

Ximao Feng, Ph.D.
Western Michigan University, 2005

Interaction between synchrotron radiation with inner-shell electrons is a
fundamental method to study the structure and dynamics of atoms and molecules.
This thesis, under the guidance of Dr. Nora Berrah, concentrates on the study of
the interaction between soft x-ray photons with Ar atoms and HBr molecules with
time-of-flight (TOF) electron spectrometers and two-dimensional photoelectron
spectroscopy (2DPES). Both of the experiments were performed on the Atomic,
Molecular and Optical Physics undulator beamline at the Advanced Light Source
at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
The argon study focused on photoelectron recapture when the 2p electrons
are ionized just above the thresholds of the two 2 p 2)2U2 components. From our
2DPES maps, we obtained an experimental recapture curve at the 2 p~x)2 threshold
as a function of photon energy. The curve is derived by extracting all the
reemission photoelectrons from a specific recaptured intermediate excited state
and subtracting the contributions from the 2p Anl resonances and the recapture at
the 2p~2n threshold. The experimentally obtained curve is in good agreement with
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both our semi-classical calculation result and the calculation performed with
quantum-mechanics by Tulkki et al [Phys. Rev. A 41, 181 (1990)].
The HBr molecule study aimed mainly at measuring the atomic decay channel
from the 3dj'n i n <j* resonances. At these resonances, the repulsive characteristics of
the antibonding orbital cause the molecules to dissociate, resulting in both atomic
Auger decay and molecular Auger decay. We separate the two resonances and find
that the peak positions are at 70.89 and 71.92 eV, respectively. Some atomic lines are
assigned based on their kinetic energy positions. We find that the profiles of the
atomic Auger lines on the photon energy scale are not symmetric. The atomic line
pair, produced from one of the two resonances and decaying to the same final Br+
state, have approximately the same angular distribution parameters, p. The intrinsic
anisotropy parameters,

0C
2,

of the atomic lines, derived from the |3 values, are

determined and are found to be similar to those of the equivalent Auger lines in
krypton. The alignment parameters A20 for the two resonances 3c/,t!23/2cr* are found
9
9
to be -0.64(5) ( D 5/2 ) and -0.60(5) ( D 3/2 ), respectively, which are in good agreement
with the theoretical value of -0.74 predicted for the 2D.y2 resonance [Kabanchnik et
al., J. Phys. B 31, 4791 (1998)].
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1. INTRODUCTION

The whole universe is full of light. Research about the interaction of light with
atoms and molecules is conducted extensively in astronomy, biology, chemistry, and
many other scientific areas. The photoelectric effect, one form of interaction between
light and matter, was discovered by Heinrich Hertz in 1900. Eighteen years later, Einstein
explained this phenomenon theoretically, which won him the Nobel Prize in Physics in
1921. Based on Plank’s quantum theory, Einstein introduced the concept of the photon,
the smallest unit of light energy. Photoelectron spectroscopy, one of several methods
adopted in studying the interaction of photons and matter detects electrons from the
interaction. By the 1960s, this technique had become established in the research of
atomic, molecular and solid state physics.
Synchrotron radiation produces light characterized by photons spawning a wide
energy range from the infrared to hard x-rays. The newest synchrotron radiation sources,
the third-generation light sources featuring high intensity, high resolution and tunability,
stimulated a rebirth in research of the interaction of photons with matter.
This thesis presents the research work conducted from 2000 until 2005 about
experimental photoionization work in atomic and molecular physics. The experiments
were performed on argon atoms and HBr molecules after photoabsorption in the soft xray region. The motivation for these experiments stems from two types of relevance. The
first is the direct application of these results on testing modem theories of atomic and
molecular structure and dynamic processes. The knowledge gained from the study of

1
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electron correlation and relaxation in Ar and the photodissocation and decay in small
molecules like HBr is useful in environmental science (for example, ozone formation and
dissociation) [1], astrophysics [2-4], condensed matter physics (see ref.[5] and references
therein), photochemistry [6], etc. The second relevance is the technological applications,
such as, soft x-ray photoetching and photolithography processes [7-10], production of
semiconductors through photoinduced chemical vapor deposition [11,12], production of
laser[13], and prevention of radiation damage induced by photoelectrons and Auger
electrons [14,15]. The fundamental understanding gained by means of atomic and
molecular studies of the appropriate systems continuously increase the knowledge in their
own fields.
This thesis is composed of five chapters. Chapter 1 gives the introduction to the
presented work while Chapter 2 gives basic fundamental physics concepts. The
experimental setup is introduced in Chapter 3, followed by two chapters reporting on the
experimental results obtained in the case of inner-shell excitation and ionization of both
argon atoms and hydrogen bromide molecules. The measurements were conducted using
the Advanced Light Source (ALS), a third generation light source in Berkeley, CA in
conjunction with the time-of-flight (TOF) photoelectron spectroscopy technique.
In Chapter 4, the photoelectron recapture in Ar subsequent to photoionization is
covered where the photon energy was tuned just above the Ar 2p thresholds (248.2 eV for
2py 2 and 250.8 eV for 2/? 1/2 ). Inner-shell photoionization of atoms gives rise to a doubly
charged ion due to the well-known normal Auger decay. If the photoionization happens at
or just above the ionization threshold, there can be an energy exchange between the slow

2
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photoelectron and the fast Auger electron. In the photoelectron spectra, this energy
exchange is shown by a position shift and a shape broadening of spectral lines. This
process is called postcollision interaction (PCI) [16-58], Two previous experimental
works extracted photoelectron recapture probability curves from Ar+ ion spectra above
the L 2 (or 2 p ^ 2) threshold [30,39]. The previous works with ion technique only obtained
the total ion intensity without further information about the recapture process itself. In
this work, we extracted a photoelectron recapture probability curve directly from the twodimensional photoelectron spectra (2DPES). Our experimental results, compared with
semiclassical calculations and other work, show good agreement.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first experimental photoelectron
recapture yield derived directly from the photoelectron spectra. By measuring the kinetic
energies of these electrons, we have determined the electron’s initial and final states,
which was never achieved before. The 2DPES map, which spans the L 2>3 (2 p^)2U2)
thresholds,

presents

a

complete

picture

of

2p

electron

photoexcitation

and

photoionization. In addition to the re-emitted electrons (above the L thresholds) and
secondary autoionization electrons (below the L thresholds) following the resonant Auger
decay, the 2DPES map provides photoelectrons from direct photoionization (3p~l, 3s'1
and 2p'x) and Auger electrons from 2 p ^ 4 s , md resonant excitation and Ar+*(2p'1) normal
Auger decay. This work was recently published [59].
In Chapter 5, we report mainly on the atomic decay channel after dissociation of
HBr at the 3d —>a* resonance. A molecule dissociates, producing one or more fragments
in an excited state [60], when an inner-shell electron is excited to an antibonding orbital.

3
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If the core-hole lifetime of the excited parent molecule is comparable to the dissociation
time, there would be both sharp atomic Auger decay lines and broad molecular Auger
decay lines. The atomic lines within an excited atom are produced at large intemuclear
distance with respect to other fragments, while the molecular lines result from small
internuclear distances when the interaction between the fragments cannot be neglected.
Morin and Nenner [60] first measured the competition between atomic and molecular
Auger decays in HBr. Other small molecules, including HF [61], HC1 [62-74], HBr [75],
NH3 [76], PH3 [77, 78], H20 [79] and H2S [80, 81], have also been used to study this
competition. Improved photoelectron spectroscopy techniques have been extensively
used to revisit the case of HC1 [62-74], but not HBr. In this work, we have used twodimensional photoelectron spectroscopy to understand in detail the decay pathways
following 3d excitation in Br. We have measured an extensive two-dimensional
photoelectron spectra (2DPES) of HBr which spans a photon energy range of 10 eV,
covering the excitation of 3d electrons to the first unoccupied molecular orbital 4pcr * as
well as the excitation to the Rydberg orbitals and ionization into the continuum. This
work concentrates on the atomic decay channel. The 5^5/2j3/2—►£?* resonances are
resolved, which was not achieved before. The atomic lines, which are produced in atomic
bromine following dissociation at the a* resonances, are assigned and some of them are
separated for the first time. The profiles of the atomic lines on the photon energy scale
are found to be asymmetric, and the angular distribution parameters |3 of the atomic lines
are determined. From the |3 values, we have derived their intrinsic anisotropy parameters
a 2 and have compared them with those of the equivalent M2j N N normal Auger decay

4
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lines in the isoelectronic counterpart, Kr. This work has been submitted for publication
[82]. Finally, Chapter 6 gives general conclusions.

5
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2. FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS

This chapter defines and introduces general fundamental physics concepts that
are relevant to the research carried out in this PhD dissertation.

2.1 Photoexcitation and Photoionization

Atoms and molecules have electrons bound in orbitals with specific energy
levels. If a photon with energy hv is absorbed by an electron in an atom or a
molecule, the electron may be excited to a higher energy level if the energy level
difference between the initial and final states is equal to hv. This process is called
photoexcitation [channel (a) in Figure 1].
The minimum energy needed to free an electron in an atom or a molecule is
called the ionization energy of this electron. In the interaction of photons with atoms
and molecules, electrons can be freed if the photon energy is larger than the binding
energy of these electrons, which is the process of direct photoionization [channel (b)
in Figure 1]. The relationship between the kinetic energy of the ionized electron, Ek,
the binding energy of the initially bound electron , Eb, and the photon energy, hv, is:
h v = E k + Eb,

(2.1)

which is a modified version of the photoelectric formula, given by Albert Einstein
when he explained the photoelectric effect theoretically [83].

6
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Photoexcitation

Photoionization

Figure 1. Schematic of the photoexcitation and photoionization processes. The
vertical arrows show the transition. The solid circles represent electrons,
while the dashed empty circles stand for the vacancy left by the ionized or
excited electron.

After photoexcitation or photoionization, a hole or vacancy is left.

2.2 Normal and Resonant Auger Decay

Following inner-shell photoionization, two outer-shell electrons may interact
with each other by the Coulomb force, and the result is that one of them, after losing
energy, fill the inner-shell vacancy left by the ionized electron and the other, after
gaining the same amount of energy, is ionized. This process is known as normal
Auger decay [Figure 2 (a)], discovered in 1925 by the French physicist, Pierre Auger

7
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[84]. The doubly charged ion; after normal Auger decay, has two outer-shell
vacancies.

(a) Normal Auger decay
Photo
ionization

Normal
Auger Decay

(b) Resonant Auger decay

Photo
excitation

Figure 2. Normal and resonant Auger decay, (a) Normal Auger decay occurs after
photoionization; (b) Resonant Auger decay happens after photoexcitation: (1)
participator Auger decay and (2) spectator Auger decay.

On

the

other hand,

after inner-shell

photoexcitation,

the

following

deexcitation process would be similar to what happens in the normal Auger decay
except that the final ion is singly charged. This nonradiative decay process is called
resonant Auger decay [Figure 2 (b)]. Depending on which electrons participate in the
decay, the resonant Auger decay can be divided into two groups: spectator and

8
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participator Auger decay. In the participator Auger decay [channel (1) in Figure 2
(b)], the excited electron participates in the decay, while in the spectator Auger decay
[channel (2) in Figure 2 (b)], the excited electron remains as a spectator in the Auger
decay.

2.3 Dipole Approximation

The time-dependent Schrodinger equation in general can be expressed as
ih — = H x¥ .
91

(2.2)

For a free electron in an electromagnetic field with vector potential A and
scalar potential ® (where the spin-dependent terms are ignored), the Hamiltonian can
be expressed as:
R = ( p - e 0A )2

(2 3 )

2 m0
where the Coulomb gauge with V •A = 0 and 0 = 0 can be used.
Using Eqs. (2.3) and (2.2) and taking into account the nuclear charge Ze, one
obtains the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for an atom in an electromagnetic
field:
9XF
ih31

«„» +—
rric
>0 j

+ X ^ - A J(ri , <) l Vj 2m0
J

(2.4)

This full Hamiltonian consists of three terms: the first describes the atom in the
absence of an external electromagnetic field, the second represents a coupling

9
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between the field (vector potential A) and the operator, V ;. , and the third term
describes the part for the field. For a weak electromagnetic field where A «

A, we

usually neglect the third term.
For a plane monochromatic external field which can be described by the
vector potential
A ( F , t ) = | { V l(^

0 + cc},

(2.5)

where k is the wavenumber vector (k = 2n/X) and cc denotes the complex conjugate
of the proceeding value, the interaction operator is then given by:

+cc).

2m0 y

(2 .6)

Ferm i’s Golden Rule (derived by Dirac and named by Fermi) [85] yields for
the transition rate w from an initial state | i) to a final state | / ) :

S [E , - E , ) p ( E , ) .

Here, the wavefunctions |

(2.7)

and | / ) are eigenfunctions of the stationary atomic

Hamiltonian, the delta-function ensures energy conservation, and the quantity p
describes the density of final states in the photoionization process.
For photoionization, the matrix element dictating the interaction is:
e ‘* 0 P ■V j | nlmlm s),

(2.8)

3

where the brackets indicate an integration over r . Thus, the expression for the timeindependent interaction (the first-order perturbation) H irA, can be expressed as

10
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(2.9)

However, the wavefunction (pnlmims of the bound electron has significant amplitude
only within the spatial region of this orbital and approaches zero for larger values of
r. Therefore, the restricted range of (pnl„Hms will also confine the range in which the
photon operator becomes relevant. This suggests an expansion of the exponential
function in terms of k ■r , giving in lowest order
giic ^

if c . y

( ifc

—

•

r)2

+

( 2 . 10)

• • • .

2!
For k - r « 1, then the exponential function ekr in Eq. (2.9) reduces to unity.
yielding the dipole approximation.

2.4 Angular Distribution Parameter (3

W hen photons interact with atoms or molecules, the ejected photoelectrons
are not isotropic in general, but rather depend on the ejected angle. The experimental
setup for measuring the angular distribution of observed electrons is shown in Figure
3, where the photon beam is directed along the z-axis and the electric field is directed
along the x-axis. The detector is shown at an angle © with respect to the negative xaxis direction. The projection of the detector on the xy plane has an angle 0 with the
negative x-axis.

11
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y
detector

z

Figure 3. Experimental setup for measuring the angular distribution of electrons. The
photon beam, k, is along the positive z-axis, and the x-axis is the direction of
the electric field vector of the photon beam. © is the angle between the
detector and the negative x-axis, and 0 is the angle between the negative x-axis
and the projection of the detector on the xy plane.
W ith this setup and in the dipole approximation, the differential cross section
for a linearly polarized photon beam at this angle, - ^ - ( 0 ) , can be written as [86]:
dQ.
^ ( 0 ) = - ^ ( l + y#>2(c o s0 )),

(2 .11)

where <7 is the total cross section, /? is the angular distribution parameter and
P 2 (cos©) is the second-order Legendre polynomial.
In special setups, the detector is placed together with the x-axis in a plane
which is perpendicular to the z-axis or the photon beam propagation direction. Thus,
in this special case, ® = 0, and Eq. (2.11) becomes:
( 2 . 12)

( l + ,3P2 (C O S 0 ))

From Eq. (2.12), one can see that the two angles 6 and (180° - 6) have the same
intensity. This is because the electric field E oscillates along the x-axis. Eq. (2.12)
also shows that, since the differential cross-section is positive, -1 < /3< 2.

12
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A polar plot showing the relation between the differential cross-section,
^ - ( 0 ) , and the angle, 6 , given by Eq. 2.12, is shown in Figure 4 when the angular
dQ.
distribution parameter jB is fixed to - 1 ,0 , 1 and 2, respectively. The total cross-section
is arbitrarily set at 4n. The position of 54.7° is called the magic angle, where the
differential cross-section is independent of the (3 value, because P2(cos 54.7°) = 0 .
Equation 2.12 also shows that by measuring the electron intensity at two
different angles 6i and 02, one can calculate the angular distribution parameter (3:

J3 = ---------------- C(>1 ~ C<?2 ' Er----------------- ,
[Cd2 ■Er ■P2(cos9X) \ - [CBi -P2(cos02)]

(2.13)

where Ce and CB are the electron intensity values measured at 6j and 02 after
transmission efficiency correction for electrons of different kinetic energies within
each TOF analyzer, respectively, and E r is the relative detection efficiency of the TOF
at the two different angles. Therefore, to obtain accurate line intensity and angular
distribution parameter, we need first to normalized our data with respect to the
transmission function for each of the two TOF analyzers and the relative detection
efficiency between the two.
(a). The transmission function of the TOF analyzer. The TOF analyzer has different
transmission efficiencies for electrons of different kinetic energies. The
random external electromagnetic fields or/and the potential we apply to the
TOF nose and tube forms an electron lens, which has different effects on the
electrons’ paths if they have different kinetic energies. Therefore, the

13
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transmission efficiency for a TOF analyzer is a function of kinetic energy of
the electrons. This transmission function can be obtained using the 2s and 2p
lines of Ne, whose cross sections [87] and angular distribution parameters [88]
are well known. Specifically, the derivation of the transmission efficiency as a
function of the kinetic energy of the electron at a measured angle 0, T(Ek), for
each of the TOF is based on the following equation:
T ( h v - 48.5) = T ( h v - 21.6) ° 2p{hV,&)
;
cr2s(h v ,0 ) I 2p( hv, 6)

(2.14)

where 48.5 (21.6) is the binding energy of the Ne 2s (2p) orbital, G2 s (C2 P) is
the differential cross section of Ne 2s (2p) line derived from Refs. [87] and
[88] with Eq. (2.12), and h s (hP) is the intensity of Ne 2s (2p) line measured
in our experiments. This equation enables us to find the transmission
efficiency at a low kinetic energy point on the 2s line, T(hv - 48.5),

by

extrapolation provided that we know the transmission efficiency at a higher
kinetic energy point on the 2p line, T(hv - 21.6). As the starting point of the
transmission function, we usually set T(hv - 21.6) = 1 at a very high photon
energy (for example, 100 eV), and thus a high kinetic energy. The second
point is calculated with Eq. (2.14). Then, we assume that the transmission
function between these two points is linear (in the high kinetic energy section,
this assumption is appropriate). Interpolating the line between these two
points gives us more data points which are used as T(hv - 21.6) in Eq. (2.14)

14
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to calculate T(hv - 48.5). In this way, the transmission function in the kinetic
energy range of interest is obtained.
(b) The relative transmission efficiency. After the 2DPES is normalized with the
corresponding transmission functions, we can derive the relative transmission
efficiency, which is a constant number, between the two TOF analyzers by
comparing the P values of Ne 2s and 2p lines calculated from our spectra and
those given by Ref. [87].

0 = 54.7'

0 = 0'
P= 2
P = -l

Figure 4. Differential cross-section, ^ - ( 6 ) , for different p. The angle, 0, is relative
dQ
to the electric field vector, E , of the photon beam. Note that ^ - ( 6 = 54.7°)
dQ.
is independent of p.
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To calibrate the HBr data at 90°, we used Ne data recorded at 75°. This angle
was chosen as a compromise between sufficiently strong Ne 2s intensity and an angle
as close to 90° as possible. Though the transmission functions at these two angles are
expected to be similar, use of the 90° data has accordingly larger uncertainties than
use of data of other angles.

2.5 Molecular Physics Background

A molecule is composed of two or more atoms, and the molecular orbitals can
be built from the atomic orbitals corresponding to the approximation method of the
linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) [89]. As an example, the diatomic
molecule HBr is used (since it is the molecular target used in this thesis) to illustrate
molecular orbitals. The inner-shell electrons in atoms play no role in forming
molecular orbitals. Instead, only the valence electrons mix to form molecular orbitals.
n

s
y

/r

/y

/r

j r\

Thus, in HBr molecules, the inner-shell electrons of Br atom, Is 2s 2p 3s 3p 3d , are
still localized at the Br atom and they still keep their atomic notation. The seven
valence electrons in Br (4s24p5) and the only Is electron in H would form the valence
molecular orbitals of the HBr molecule. In molecular notation, they are 4sc^4p(^4p7^
[60], Therefore, the electronic configuration of HBr in the ground state can be written
as:
l s 22s22p63s23p63d10 4sc?4pc?4p7?.
(inner-shell)

(valence shell)
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In a molecule, the atomic nuclei vibrate. Because of the much larger mass of
atoms compared to electrons, the electronic transition periods are much faster than the
nuclear ones. Therefore, the electronic transitions can be thought to take place
instantaneously on the time scale of the nuclear vibration, which is referred to as the
“sudden approximation” [90], On a potential energy curve plot, which, in the case of
a diatomic molecule, describes the potential energy of the system as a function of the
internuclear distance, the electronic transitions in the molecule appear to be vertical
lines. This phenomenon is called the Franck-Condon Principle [89].
The Franck-Condon principle is shown schematically in Figure 5 for the HBr
molecule. The heavier Br atom is fixed on the vertical energy-axis whereas the lighter
H atom oscillates within the Morse potential curve. The equilibrium internuclear
distance, Re, of the lower energy state is where the potential curve has a minimum.
The horizontal line segments within the two potential curves show the vibrational
levels and some of the vibrational quantum numbers of the two states, v and v ’, are
shown. The two dashed vertical lines represent the Franck-Condon region. The
upward (downward) arrows stand for the vertical electronic transitions of 0 —> 2
excitation (0 —» 2 deexcitation) governed by the Franck-Condon principle.
The two curves shown in Figure 5 give rise to bound states since both of their
potential curves have minima. There also exist antibonding states, whose potential
curves have no minimum. For these states, the atoms repel each other, leading to
dissociation, as will be detailed in Chapter 5.
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Higher Energy State

9=1
V =0

Lower Energy State

Br
Re

Internuclear Distance

Figure 5. Schematic showing the Franck-Condon principle. HBr is used as an
example. The upward arrow represents the electronic excitation transition,
while the downward arrow stands for deexcitation. For details, see the
main text.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

All the experiments in this thesis were performed at the Advanced Light
Source (ALS), a third generation synchrotron radiation facility at Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory using time-of-flight (TOF) photoelectron spectroscopy.

3.1 Synchrotron Radiation

Synchrotron radiation is produced when electrons are accelerated close to the
speed of light and emit electromagnetic radiation. The accidental discovery of
synchrotron radiation was made in 1946 at the General Electric 70 MeV synchrotron
facility dedicated to high-energy physics [92], At present synchrotron radiation
facilities, electrons with highly relativistic velocities are kept in a storage ring where
their lost radiated energy can be kept by boosting devices, such as radio frequency
cavity, so that they retain their high velocities for hours. Synchrotron radiation is
emitted when the electrons pass through bending magnets, in the case of second
generation machines, or insertion devices, such as wigglers and undulators, in the
case of third generation machines.
The Advanced Light Source (ALS) is shown schematically in Figure

6

and

includes 7 main components, and the particular beamline used is shown in Figure 7.
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(1) Linac or linear accelerator. It is composed o f three major parts. The first part is
the electron gun which can generate electrons by heating a cathode made o f
barium aluminate. It gives the electrons their initial velocities and bunches them
loosely.

Figure

. Components that produce synchrotron radiation at the Advanced Light
Source: linac (1), booster synchrotron (2), storage ring (3), wiggler or
undulator (4), beamline (5), workstation ( 6 ) and radio frequency cavity (7).
6

(2) The booster synchrotron. It is used to accelerate the electrons to the target energy
(usually 1.9 GeV). The electrons obtain energy each time they pass the
accelerating chamber. They need to travel more than one million turns inside the
booster ring to reach 99.999994% o f the speed o f light.
(3) The storage ring. It is the place where the electrons injected from the booster
synchrotron are stored and from which they emit synchrotron radiation. The
storage ring has 12 arc and 12 straight sections. At each arc section, the electrons
are turned around by the bending magnets and emit a fan-shaped light beam. On
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the straight sections, insertion devices, such as wigglers and undulators, are
placed. These devices cause the electrons to emit the brightest light. To
compensate the energy loss that allows synchrotron light emission, the electrons
are accelerated twice per turn by two acceleration chambers that are similar to the
one in the booster synchrotron.
(4) The wigglers and undulators. They are formed by more than one hundred
permanent magnetic poles situated above and below the electron beam. W hen the
electrons pass each device, they go through a snakelike path and emit beams of
photons. These photons at each curve path add together coherently and are
directed into the beamline.
(5) The beamline. It is a vacuum pipe that transports the photons to the workstation as
shown in Figure 7. In the beamline, a horizontal focusing mirror and a vertical
condensing mirror steer and focus the beam of light, horizontally and vertically,
respectively, at the entrance slit of the monochromator. The monochromator acts
like a prism, dispersing the light and allowing only the selected wavelengths of
photons to come down to the workstation. The monochromator has three different
gratings: 380, 925 and 2100 lines/mm (or grooves per millimeter), which
correspond to low (16 - 61 eV) , medium (40 - 150 eV) and high (90 - 340 eV)
photon energy ranges, respectively. The exit slit, which can control the energy
range, has a variable opening from 0 to greater than 500 pm. The following
vertical mirror refocuses the light and forms an image of the exit slit into the
workstation. The two horizontal deflecting mirrors can be inserted into the beam
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to deflect it at a 14° angle into one of the two side branches of the beamline that
are equipped with two other different workstations.
(6 ) The workstation. It is the place where the researchers do the experiment with the
selected photons.
Diffraction
gratings
Horizontal
focusing mirror
Fixed
entrance slit

Vertical
refocusing

........

mirror

*—

Translating
exit slit

Sample

Horizontal
deflecting
mirrors

Vertical
condensing
mirror
Undulator

Figure 7. Schematic layout of beamline 10.0.1 optics at ALS.

(7) The radio-frequency system. It is a device to supply power to the electrons in the
form of microwaves. The electrons are accelerated by the radio-frequency system
in three different stages: linac, booster ring and storage ring.
All of the experiments in this thesis were performed using two-bunch
operation (2B) for the storage ring, which means that there are only two bunches of
electrons separated by 328 ns. Usually the ring operates with 328 bunches of
electrons in multi-bunch operation. The 2B operation is necessary for our time-offlight experiments since it provides the timing trigger for our electronics.
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3.2 Time-of-Flight Photoelectron Spectrometers

In this thesis, all the experiments were performed using the WMU-designed
time-of-flight (TOF) photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) system [93, 94]. There are
two TOF spectrometers fixed in a rotatable chamber with a relative spacing of 125.3°.
The gas inlet, bisecting the space between the two spectrometers, transports the target
gas into the chamber. The typical experimental setup is shown in Figure 8 , which is a
cross section of the chamber viewed from the front of the chamber. In this plane,
there are the two spectrometers and the gas inlet. The photon beam goes vertically
into the paper and the photons interact with the target gas in the middle of the
chamber. In this geometry, the small volume around this point is the interaction
region.

Figure

. Schematic of the experimental apparatus. Two TOF spectrometers and the
gas inlet are mounted in the rotatable chamber in a plane perpendicular to the
photon beam. In the view shown, the beam travels into the page.

8
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The electric field vector is along the horizontal dashed line shown in Figure 8 .
TOF1 is at the position of the magic angle, 54.7° relative to the electric field vector,
while TOF2 is at 0°. The magic angle corresponds to the position where the
differential cross-section is independent of the (3 value [see Eq. (2.12)]. The chamber
is mounted on a stand and can be rotated about the photon beam.
The advantages of this experimental setup are:
(a) Simultaneous detection of two entire electron spectra at different angles.
(b) Chamber rotatable around the photon beam.
(c) Angular resolution 1/4000 of the solid angle.
(d) Flat transmission down to 0.2 eV.
(e) Energy resolution is about 1% of the electron kinetic energy (including
retarding/acceleration).
(f) The simultaneous measurements are independent of photon or gas
fluctuations.
The detail of one of the electron TOF spectrometers is shown schematically in
Figure 9. Starting from the interaction region, the Auger electrons or photoelectrons
travel 689 mm before they hit the microchannel plates (MCP). The entire 689-mm
fight length includes

20

mm of space from the interaction region to the

2

-mm

diameter entrance aperture of the TOF nose, 78 mm of nose length and 591 mm of
tube length. Inside both the nose and tube sections, p-metal is used to shield the outer
magnetic field and voltage retarding cages are used to accelerate/decelerate electrons.
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To obtain a complete electron spectrum, positive voltages are applied to accelerate
the electrons so that slow electrons can also be detected within a set time. In other
situations, negative voltages are used to block the slow electrons so that the higherkinetic-energy electrons can be detected with higher resolution.
At the end o f the tube are two stacked MCP plates, which trigger a signal by
producing a cascade o f electrons when hit by an electron. Each o f the MCP plate

689 mm (Total Flight Length)

!
e

591 mm
(Tube)

78 mm
(Nose)

rs

^^5

Si

J l
Interaction
Region

jx-Metal
Shielding

Retarding
Case

Electron
Flight
Path

MicroChannel
Plates

Figure 9. Schematic o f the time-of-flight spectrometer.

(about 0.5 mm in thickness and 42 mm in diameter o f active area) consists
o f 104 -10 7 small channels or holes (about 10 [im in diameter). All the channels are
parallel to each other and have a bias angle (about 8 °) to the surface o f the plate. The
channel surface is covered with special semiconductor material so that secondary
electrons can easily be produced when an electron strikes the surface. W ith a more
positive potential applied at the exit o f the plate, the secondary electrons are
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accelerated and can produce more secondary electrons. Therefore, within the
channelplate, an electron hitting the surface at the entrance causes an electron
avalanche (the electron gain is about 2 x 104 under a voltage of 1000 V). In the
experiment, two channelplates are stacked together with their bias angles opposite to
each other, which is usually called the Chevron configuration (see Figure 10 for
details). The secondary electrons from one channel of the first channelplate can
spread over more channels in the second channelplate and thus cause more secondary
electrons. The electrons are collected on a metal anode behind the channelplates and
an output pulse, extracted from the load resistor R, is fed to the following data
acquisition electronics.

VI “ 500 V

viii/w/ii/iim/ii/fiim'
MCP2

m rnww

i i w

Anode

V2 = 1500 V
V3 = 1600 V
V4 - 2600 V
V5 = 2700 V

output pulse

Figure 10. Schematic of the operation of two microchannel plates in the Chevron
configuration. The bias angles in the two stacking plates are placed in
opposite directions. The shaded channels show those through which the
secondary electrons pass. The skewed arrows show the directions of the
secondary electrons. The voltages on the right side of this figure represent the
approximate voltage values applied on the channelplates.
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In our system, pulses caused by the positive ion feedback can be effectively
suppressed because of the following argument. The positive ion, left after an atom or
a molecule loses one or more electrons, has larger mass relative to the electrons.
Therefore, their paths are less bent than those of the electrons when they are within
the potential applied on the plates. With the horizontal V-shape paths formed with the
channels in the two plates, this configuration can prevent the positive ions coming
from the second channelplate from reaching the entrance of the first one. Therefore,
the pulses that may be produced by these most energetic positive ions in other
configuration are suppressed.

3.3 Data Collection and Analysis

The electronic components for data collection include mainly: amplifier
(AMP), constant fraction discriminator (CFD), time-to-amplitude converter (TAC),
analog-to-digital converter (ADC),, multichannel analyzer (MCA) and computer as
shown in Figure 11.

AMP

TOF Signal

CFD

TAC

ADC

Bunch Marker Signal

MCA

PC

Control Signal

Figure 11. Block diagram of the electronics in the data acquisition.
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The signals from the TOF spectrometers are shaped and amplified about 50
times with the amplifier (AMP). Then the CFD removes much of the unwanted
background by presetting a threshold and improves the start time resolution by
manipulation of the original input signals. Figure 12 shows some examples of pulses
going into and coming out of the CFD.
In Figure 12, three input signals, two output signals, the zero level and the
threshold level are shown. Since it is smaller in amplitude than the threshold level,
“pulse 1 in” is treated as noise and does not result in any output. Therefore, by
presetting the threshold level, the unwanted background can be eliminated. The
second function of the CFD is to improve the resolution of the start time. From Figure
12, we can see that if “pulse 2 in” and “pulse 3 in” were used to trigger start signals
(when the pulses climb across the threshold level at the left rising side), the trigger
times would have a difference (shown within the circle on the threshold line). This
start time difference resulting from varying pulse amplitudes has no physical
meaning.
To correct this situation, every original input pulse is used to generate two
pulses. One pulse is a pre-determined constant fraction of the original one, and the
other is a delayed and reversed version of the original one. Then, the sum of the two
newly generated pulses, which is bi-polar, will be used to trigger the start time signal
(at the zero crossing point). In Figure 12, the output signals of “input 2 in” and “input
3 in”, produced in the above-mentioned method, are shown as dashed and dotted
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lines, respectively. In this way, the triggering time difference of the two output
signals (shown within the circle area on the “zero level” line) is much smaller than
that of the two corresponding input signals. In other words, the start time resolution is
improved.

pulse 3 out

pulse 2 out

u
■<
O
13
zero level

Q. 0
E

<
<D
w
3

threshold —

CL

pulse 1 in
pulse 2 in
pulse 3 in

Time

Figure 12. Schematic of the functions of the CFD. Three sample electron pulses are
shown as the input for the CFD. “Pulse 1 in”, lower than the preset threshold,
is blocked from outputting. The output for each of the other two input signals
is in fact the sum of two newly derived signals, one being a constant fraction
of the original signal and the other being a reversed signal of the original one.

The NIM signal from the CFD acts as the starting signals for the TAC. The
bunch marker signal from the storage ring, a negative NIM pulse, acts as the STOP
signal for the TAC. From the start and stop timing signals, the flight time of electrons
in the TOF can be derived and output as an analog signal by the TAC. The ADC
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converts the analog TAC signal into a digital one, which is in turn delivered into the
MCA. The MCA reads the ADC digital signal as a channel address and increments
the number of counts in the corresponding channel by one.
A computer is used to store the MCA information and display the counts at
each channel as a graph. Setting parameters, such as tuning the photon energy, setting
the photon resolution of the synchrotron radiation, setting the dwell time, is achieved
via the computer, which also monitors and records the parameters, such as the gas
pressure inside the vacuum chamber, the photon flux, etc.

3.4 Experiments with Ar and HBr

Two experiments with argon and HBr were performed at one branch of
beamline 1 0 .0 . 1 which is dedicated to high-resolution atomic, molecular and optical
physics. The base chamber pressure is about 6 x l0 ~7 Torr before the target gas is
introduced in the chamber. W ith the gas inside, the chamber pressure is kept at about
2 x l 0 ~5 Torr. The special two-dimensional data acquisition program, written in C++
and developed by Dr. Anthony Wills of this group, was used to collect twodimensional photoelectron spectra (2DPES) at two angles simultaneously. To build
up the 2DPES in the experiments, a one-dimensional photoelectron spectrum
(1DPES) is collected starting at the lowest photon energy of interest for 20 s, then the
photon energy is incremented by 20 meV and another 1DPES is collected. This
process is repeated until the photon energy range of interest is covered. The two-
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dimensional data acquisition program automatically arranges all the 1DPES into the
frame of the 2DPES.
Once the data acquisition process is complete, several steps need to be done to
obtain the final 2DPES:
(a)

Time-to-energy conversion. The raw 2DPES collected by the TOF

photoelectron spectroscopy are in a count vs. time format. To show the data in the
common counts vs. kinetic-energy format, the time-to-energy conversion is
necessary. Instead of using the time directly, the 2DPES program divides evenly the
total time into 4096 channels, each channel representing one time value (on the order
of ns). To do the time-to-energy conversion, we usually collect calibration
photoelectron spectra whose binding energies are well known (such as the 2 p and 2s
photolines of Ne) or normal Auger spectra in which the kinetic energies of the lines
are well known. After a set of corresponding data points between the time and the
kinetic energy spectra are determined, a quadratic fit is made (since Ek is proportional
to t ’2) from which a conversion function can be derived including seven experimental
setup parameters: di (distance from the interaction region to the entrance of the nose,
see Figure 9), d 2 (length of the nose), d 3 (length of the tube), Vnose (retarding potential
on the nose), V tUbe (retarding potential on the tube), prompt channel number
(corresponding to t = 0) and channel (the channel number difference within ns). This
function then is used to do the time-to-energy conversion for the data of the target
gas. In the two experiments related to this thesis, the HBr data were calibrated with
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the 2s and 2p photolines of Ne [95], while the Ar data is calibrated with the normal
Auger lines of Xe [96] and Ar [97].
(b)

Photon energy calibration. Different photon energies are selected using the

grating of the monochromator. Because of the error resulting from the mechanical
movements, the nominal photon energy may be different from the real photon energy.
Thus, absolute photon energy calibration is needed.
The photon beam wavelength X and the grating rotation angle (p can be
expressed as:
X = 2 f d cos0 sin((p-(pz).

(3.1a)

In this equation, f is the reciprocal of the diffracted order, which is a number
close to one, since the first order of light is usually used, d is the grating constant (the
distance between successive grooves), which can be obtained by dividing
the line number of the used grating.

0

1

mm by

is the deviation angle (the sum of the beam

incident and diffraction angles), which is a constant since the entrance and exit slits of
the monochromator are generally fixed in space. And cpz is the initial grating angle,
which is around three degrees.
From Eq. (3.1a), one can derive the relation between the photon energy hv
and the grating position 0 :
hv = he / [2 f d cos0 sin(cp-cpz)].

(3. lb)

In doing experiments, we select different photon energies by rotating the
grating and the corresponding q> values are stored in the computer.
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For photon energy calibration, we need the absolute resonance photon energy
values from published papers that have a similar photon energy range to that of our
experiments. In the HBr experiment, the photon energies of 3 d lnlX resonances [98]
are used, and in the Ar experiment, the photon energies of Ar 2p~l4s, md resonances
[99] are used.
These reference photon energies and the grating angle values corresponding to
the nominal resonance photon energies can be drawn as a curve which can then be
fitted for f and cpz with Eq. (3.1b). The fit results of f and (pz are plugged back to Eq.
(3.1b). In this way, the calibrated photon energies are obtained from the recorded cp.
(c) TOF transmission function calibration. This calibration is two fold. The
first one is the absolute transmission function for each of the two TOF electron
spectrometers, and the other is the relative transmission function between the two
TOF electron spectrometers. The former calibration is needed because this setup has
higher detection efficiency for electrons with larger kinetic energy. The calibration
function is obtained from the Ne measurements that are collected under the same
experimental conditions as that of the target gas by comparing the intensity, as a
function of kinetic energy, of our spectra lines with the well-known cross sections of
the Ne 2s and 2p lines.
(d) Photon flux correction. The photon flux varies continuously with time,
which would result in different probability of generation of photoelectrons. Therefore,
the data should be normalization to account for photon flux. The photon flux is
monitored with a gold grid on the beamline. The grid current, which is caused by the
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photoelectric effect, is proportional to the photon flux. We correct each data point by
dividing its intensity by the current measured during its collection.
W ith the medium-energy grating, we used photon energies between

68

eV and

78 eV, which allows inner-shell 3d excitation and ionization of HBr. The generated
map is a sum of six 2DPES, each of which was collected under the same conditions.
The total collecting time for each 1DPES is 120 s. During the experiment, we applied
retarding potentials of -16/-20 V on the nose/tube of the TOF spectrometers to obtain
higher resolution with the sacrifice of losing low-kinetic-energy electrons.
In order to collect the complete photoelectron spectrum of Ar showing all the
electron emission processes in this photon energy range (approximately 246 - 252
eV) with acceptable resolution, the spectrum was collected in two parts. Both parts
used the high-energy grating to tune the photon beam. The first was optimized for the
range 0 < KE < 30 eV where all low energy electron emission occurs in this photon
energy range. Here, an 11 V accelerating voltage was applied to the TOF tube to
shorten the flight times of the slow electrons so those with the lowest kinetic energies
could be collected within the cycle time of the photon pulses from the storage ring.
The second part of the spectrum 170 < KE < 225 eV is where all the high-energy
electron emission occurs except the 3p A photoline. The 3p A photoline, which
corresponds to kinetic energies > 225 eV within this photon energy range, is not
shown so that more detail can be seen for the rest of the spectrum. Electrons in this
kinetic energy region are present in the spectrum optimized for the low kinetic energy
region. However, the resolution for them is very poor since the kinetic energies are so
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large. In order to collect a 2DPES in this spectral region with optimum energy
resolution while still allowing the slowest electrons in this group to reach the detector,
a retarding potential of 163 V was used to reduce the electron energies. The final map
is a sum of six 2DPES that were all collected under the same conditions. The total
collecting tim e for each 1DPES is 120 s.

3.5 Two-Dimensional Photoelectron Spectroscopy

A schematic 2DPES is shown in Figure 13. In this figure, all the electron
intensities are plotted in a two-dimensional graph with the kinetic energy of the
electron as the x-axis and the photon energy as the y-axis. In fact, there is another
virtual axis, z-axis, showing the electron emission intensity. However, this axis is not
spatially shown. Instead, the intensity is represented by different colors. Intensities
below the low threshold are shown to be white, those above the high threshold are
black, and other intermediate intensities are represented by different colors.
In the 2DPES map, there are mainly three different directions of lines:
(1) Photoionization lines, or photolines, are characterized by kinetic energies
which vary linearly with changes in photon energy according to Eq. (2.1) with the
binding energy fixed. Therefore, when 2DPES are presented on a kinetic energy
scale, photolines appear as diagonals having a slope of unity.
(2) Normal Auger emission lines are generally characterized by fixed kinetic
energies and appear parallel to the photon energy axis as shown in Figure 13. The
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spectrum in panel (a) of Figure 13 corresponds to the familiar 1DPES of the highest
photon energy of the 2DPES, which includes the photolines and the normal Auger
lines.

Photoline

Normal Auger lines

© o@ o © o © @ o © o © o

Resonant Auger lines

S'

(c)

Resonant Auger lines

/

i

Photolines

Kinetic Energy

Figure 13. Schematic of the 2DPES map. Panel (b) shows three directions of electron
lines: diagonal photolines, vertical normal Auger lines and horizontal resonant
Auger lines. The last group of lines are composed of isolated electron spots.
Panel (a) shows the one-dimensional photoelectron spectrum (1DPES)
corresponding to the highest photon energy in the 2DPES. Panel (c) is the
1DPES extracted from the position marked by a horizontal line in the 2DPES.
The vertical dashed lines show the corresponding relations between the peaks
in panel (c) and those in panel (b).

(3)

Resonant Auger emission lines. The decay of a neutral, resonantly excited

state to a singly charged ion also gives rise to electrons with energies, determined by
the energy difference between the initial excited neutral state and the singly charged
final state (independent of the incident photon energy). As several final states can be
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populated from a single resonance state, this process shows up as a line of localized
enhancements parallel to the kinetic energy axis. In panel (c) of Figure (13), the
1DPES at a photon energy corresponding to one resonance is shown, where some
dashed vertical lines are used to show the corresponding relations of some features in
the 1DPES and 2DPES.
Electron intensity as a function of either the photon energy or kinetic energy
can easily be obtained from the 2DPES map. Our data analysis program enables us to
select a rectangle around the area of interest, and sum all the electrons within the
boxes in the horizontal direction or vertical direction. Vertical summation for the
horizontal spectra lines gives us a one-dimensional photoelectron spectrum (1DPES),
while horizontal summation of the vertical lines gives us the information about the
electron intensity as a function of photon energy. We call the latter as excitation
function (EXF), similar to the electron energy loss spectrum (EELS). For the diagonal
lines, our program can first skew them to vertical or horizontal direction, and then
sum the selected area of interest.
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4. PHOTOELECTRON RECAPTURE INVESTIGATION IN AR USING
TWO-DIMENSIONAL PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY

4.1 Introduction

Inner-shell photoionization of atoms is very quickly followed by Auger decay
of the residual core hole. If the photoionization happens close to the ionization
threshold, the continuum electrons may interact while still within the field of the
residual ion. This is most commonly observable as an energy

exchange between the

slow photoelectron, which loses energy, and the fast Auger electron, which gains it.
In photoelectron spectra, this energy exchange is seen as a line shift accompanied by
additional lineshape broadening. This process is called postcollision interaction (PCI)
and it has been extensively studied in many targets [16-58].
There is a region very close to the inner-shell ionization threshold where PCI
has a particularly dramatic effect on the dynamics of the ionization process. This is
where the photoelectron loses more energy than its initial kinetic energy and thus
becomes recaptured to

produce

a singly charged ion

state. Inner-shell

2p

photoelectron recapture in argon has long been an important prototype system for
studying

photoelectron

recapture probabilities

[22, 30,

39-41,

54].

If

the

photoelectron is recaptured, it may still finally find itself in the continuum provided
that the Ar+* state to which it is recaptured lies above the threshold for double
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ionization. If not, radiative decay is the only decay mechanism. Therefore, electron
recapture can contribute to the production of both Ar+ and Ar2+ ions. Samson et al.
[39] have shown that 67% of electrons that are recaptured at the Ar L thresholds are
reemitted. These transitions between Ar+* and Ar2+ states may also occur following
resonant 2p excitation. In this case, an initial resonant Auger decay leads to
population of the Ar+* levels involved.
In this chapter, the measurement of two-dimensional photoelectron spectra
(2DPES) encompassing the 2 p ^ 23/2 (L2 ,3 ) thresholds in Ar is presented. This study
provides a complete picture of 2 p electron photoexcitation and photoionization in this
region. The 2DPES includes photoelectrons from direct photoionization (3s ' 1 and
2p~l) and Auger electrons from 2p'l4s, md (m > 3) resonant Auger decay and Ar+
(2p A) normal Auger decay. In addition, the 2DPES includes PCI effects, such as
contributions from reemitted electrons (above each L threshold) and secondary Auger
electrons (below each L threshold) following resonant Auger decay. Our 2DPES work
explains several features in the spectra. Nine reemission series are observed and their
initial and final states are determined based on the kinetic energies of these electrons.
The photoelectron recapture yield above the La threshold has been studied by
measuring directly the reemitted electrons as a function of the photon energy.
In previous studies [30, 39], recapture curves have been generated for Ar+ ion
spectra above the 2 p\)2 threshold. This technique only provides information about
the total ion intensity without further information about the recapture process itself.
The differential and comprehensive nature of the 2DPES has allowed a photoelectron
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recapture curve to be extracted directly from the 2DPES. By studying the kinetic
energies o f the electrons we have identified the initial and final states involved in Ar+*
-» Ar2+ decay. W hen this decay occurs above the appropriate L threshold the initial
Ar+* states are populated through recapture and hence a measurement o f these
reemitted electrons can be used to determine the recapture yield. By extracting the
photoelectron yield, corresponding to two o f these Ar+* -»• Ar2+ decays (as a function
o f photon energy from the 2DPES) we have generated an experimental recapture
curve that can be compared with recapture probability calculations. Our experimental
results are in reasonable agreement with our semiclassical calculations which are, in
turn, in good agreement with the quantum-mechanical calculations o f other work
[54]. Our results are reported in Ref. [59].

4.2 Decay Channels after 2p Photoexcitation and Photoionization in Ar

The decay channels after 2p excitation and photoionization in Ar are shown in
Figure 14. Primes are used to distinguish electrons and photons with different
energies. In photoexcitation, the allowed transition o f an inner-shell 2p electron is to
one o f the orbitals ms (m > 4) or m d (m >3). However, the dominant series is the
2

p~lm d series with close-lying 2 p l (m + 2)s levels contributing a few percent o f

that for th e 2p~'m d levels [99, 100]. Therefore, we will only consider the latter
transition in this thesis [path (la)]. The photoexcitation leads to resonant Auger decay
[path (lb)], with an Auger electron, e"'A ejected and a singly charged ion, Ar+ (3s3p)~
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2nd left. Here, (3s3pj2 is a collective notation for states with two electrons missing
from the

35

and/or 3p orbital(s). If the energy level is above the double ionization

threshold, the remaining ion autoionizes to doubly charged Ar++ (3s3p)'2 by ejecting a
second-step Auger electron, eauto [path (lc l)]. Otherwise, the ion experiences a
radiative decay to its ground state by emitting a photon, hv” [path (lc2)].

In the

above description, the Auger decay refers to the deexcition with the inner-shell orbital
involved and the autoionization refers to the decay with only the valence orbitals
involved.

Ar(ii22s22p63,y23p6) + hv

— ■
» Ar*{lpAmd)------- —

»Ai+*((3s3py2nd) + e'£
Ar++X(3£3/j)~2) + ea
(lc l)
(lc2)

►hx'*(1pA) +| eph

A r(lr2i22p63^3p6) + hv' •

(2a)

*

(2b)

-|A r^((353P)-2) ^ eX
—— ►Ar++((353p)-2) + e£+ e'ph

^ ^ A r +*((3^)-V ) + e'X
(2dl)

Ar++((3s3/?)'2) + ere
Ar+(3/>_1) + hv"

(2d2)

Figure 14. Decay channels after 2p —*■md photoexcitation and 2p~x photoionization in
Ar.

In the photoionization of a 2p electron [path (2a)], normal Auger decay [path
(2b)] follows. If the photon energy is just above the 2p ionization threshold, the slow
photoelectron and the fast (about 200 eV) Auger electron exchange energy via the
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postcollision interaction (PCI) where the latter electron catches up with the former.
Because of the change in electric screening, the photoelectron loses energy and the
Auger electron gains it. This exchange lasts until the Auger electron passes the
photoelectron. The dashed rectangle indicates the initial state for the PCI process. The
result is either both electrons leaving the doubly charged Ar++ (3s3p)'2 ion [path (2c 1)
in Figure 14] if the photoelectron still has a positive total energy after the Auger
electron passes it or the photoelectron is recaptured [path (2 c 2 )] if its total energy is
less than zero. After recapture, the singly charged Ar+* (3s3p)'2nd state is the same
compared to the first-step resonant Auger decay [path (lb)]. Their subsequent decays
are also the same, either by second-step autoionization, or electron reemission [path
(2dl)] or radiative decay [path (2d2) in Figure 14] depending on whether their energy
levels are above the double ionization threshold or not. For equivalent transitions, the
kinetic energies of eauto (below the 2 p threshold) and ere (above the

2p

threshold)

electrons are the same. Possible decay routes from Ar++ to more highly charged ion
states are not shown.
The relevant energy levels in the decay channels of Figure 14 are shown
schematically in Figure 15. Figure 15(a) shows two resonant Auger decay steps to a
particular Ar2+ state. The figure is not to scale and only a few of the many potential
decays at each step are shown for the sake of clarity.
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2p’lm d

(a)

SSSSSSSSS

(3s3p)-2nd
A

(3s3p)-2

^

hv

3s23p4

(la)
2p63s23p6
At

(lc2) hv"
3s23p5
Ar2+

Ar+

2p-[

(b)
^p h

=

V
(3s3p)-2nd
/////////>

(3s3p)-2
P c i)

hv
(2 d l)
...........

(2 a)

2p63s23p6
Ar

(2 d 2 ) hv"
3s23p5
Ar+

Ar2+

Figure 15. Schematic of decay processes after 2p photoexcitation and
photoionization, (a) Second-step resonant Auger electrons from the
resonant pathway and (b) Reemitted electrons from the recapture
pathway following 2p ionization. The labels of the type (la ) are
those used in Figure 14 to identify the decays.
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Two-Dimensional Photoelectron Spectra Map of Ar near the 2p Threshold
Argon two-dimensional photoelectron spectra (2DPES) in the vicinity of the
2p ionization thresholds are shown in Figure 16. This 2D map was collected at 54.7°,
because the spectra measured at this angle are proportional to the total cross section.
The electron intensity, as a function of kinetic energy and photon energy, is
presented using different colors as shown by the color bars in Figure 16. In the right
panels, spectra formed by summing all the electrons in the 2DPES as a function of the
photon energy are shown. These plots display the equivalent of a photon energy scan
that demonstrates excitation to Rydberg series converging to the ionization
thresholds. The conventional one-dimensional photoelectron spectra at the last photon
energy values of the 2DPES are shown in the top panels. The L 2 3 thresholds are
shown with horizontal arrows on both sides of the main panels. The narrow prompt
evident in each 2DPES corresponds to photons that essentially arrive instantaneously
at the detectors in the TOF analyzers.
The data were collected under two experimental conditions as described in
Chapter 3. The electron kinetic energy range is almost complete. The only missing
values are below 0.85 eV due in part to the fast electrons from the (/+ l)th photon
pulse arriving at the same time as the slowest electrons from the ith pulse and thus
corrupting this part of the time of flight spectrum. No data are shown between 26 eY
and 170 eV as there are no features observable in this range.
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Figure 16. Two-dimensional photoelectron spectra (2DPES) o f A r in the vicinity o f
the 2p ionization thresholds. The upper plot (a) shows the kinetic energy
region > 170 eV and the lower (b) the kinetic energy region < 26 eV. For a
detailed explanation o f the 2DPES see the main text.

There are many resonant and non-resonant electron emission processes that
are observable in this experiment. O f particular interest here are those following 2p
ionization or resonant excitation o f a 2p electron as depicted in Fig. 14 and illustrated
schematically in Fig. 15. In trying to interpret the higher kinetic energy 2DPES, it is
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2DPES, it is useful to consider the appearance of features associated with the three
emission processes described below that result in electrons with kinetic energies
larger than 170 eV.
(1) 3 s and its satellite photoionization. Photolines are characterized by
energies which vary linearly with changes in photon energy. Therefore, when 2DPES
are presented on the kinetic energy axis, photolines appear as diagonals having a
slope of unity. In the case of the satellite photolines, many of which are not excited
strongly in direct ionization in this photon energy region, a weak signal can be seen
along lines parallel to the more easily seen

35

photoline as shown in Figure 16(a).

(2) Normal Auger emission. The vertical lines with kinetic energies < 210 eV
in Figure 16(a) above each of the 2p x thresholds result from the Auger decay o f Ar+
ions with a 2p vacancy [pathway (2b) in Figure 14]. Normal Auger lines are generally
characterized by fixed kinetic energies and would therefore appear parallel to the
photon energy axis as shown in Figure 16(a). The situation is complicated in this
photon energy region since the Auger lines are significantly affected by PCI. Here,
they are shifted to higher kinetic energy and become broadened. Furthermore, the
extent of the shift and broadening changes with increasing photon energy above the
ionization threshold. The conventional one-dimensional spectrum (1DPES) above the
2DPES of Figure 16(a) corresponds to the highest photon energy of the 2DPES and
shows a more familiar spectrum. It includes photolines and the normal Auger lines.
(3) Resonant Auger emission. The decay of a neutral, resonantly excited state
to a singly charged ion [pathway (lb)] in Figure 14 also gives rise to electrons with
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energies, determined by the difference in energy between the Ar* and Ar+ states, that
are independent of the incident photon energy. At the right of Figure 16(a) is a
spectrum showing the 2pA4s, md (m > 3) resonances (generated by summing all
electrons collected in the kinetic energy range shown for each photon energy). For a
given resonance, the photon energy is well defined, though broad (~

100

meV) due to

the short lifetime of the resonant states, and each Auger transition from such a state
results in a localized increase in electron yield in the 2DPES. As several Ar+ states
can be populated from a single resonance state, this process shows up as a line of
localized enhancements parallel to the kinetic energy axis as shown in Figure 16(a).
These resonant contributions, just below each 2p ionization threshold, merge into the
normal Auger contributions above threshold. Care must be taken that the two
contributions are not confused as resonant contributions can make the PCI shift of the
normal Auger line appear larger than it really is.
As the kinetic energy range of Figure 16(a) is so large, it does not show all the
details of the resonant Auger decay. However, it does show the complete landscape of
the resonant Auger decay of all but the lowest 2 p ^ 24s resonance, which is below the
photon energy of the 2DPES of Figure 16 [99]. It also provides an overview of the
evolution of resonant Auger decay into normal Auger decay. 2DPES having higher
\

resolution for kinetic energies above

200

eY have been reported previously [ 1 0 1 ]

using a higher retarding potential than used in the current work. Also, the evolution of
resonant Auger emission into the normal Auger process has been studied at ten
photon energies by Aksela et al. [102] at even higher resolution for Kr and Xe.
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The second section of the 2DPES [Figure 16(b)] includes electrons with
kinetic energies < 26 eV that are produced by the following five significant emission
processes:
(1 ) 2 p photoionization. The 2p photolines [pathway (2a) in Figure 14] appear
in the top left-hand corner of Figure 16(b) and can be seen in the 1DPES above the
2DPES.
(2) Shake-off o f two electrons. In addition to the normal Auger emission seen
at high kinetic energies following 2 p ionization, two electrons may be simultaneously
ejected (shake-off). This results in the electrons sharing the available energy between
them and gives rise to a general increase in the real continuous electron background
in Figure 14(b) once the ionization threshold is reached.
(3) Resonant shake-off o f two electrons. A similar process can also occur
following resonant excitation of a 2p electron. In this case, the general increase in
electron yield will appear as horizontal lines in Figure 14(b) parallel to the kinetic
energy axis at the photon energy of the resonance.
(4) Second-step normal Auger emission. Two electrons can also be produced
following 2p ionization when the Ar2+ state populated by normal Auger decay of the
2p hole, lies energetically above the Ar3+ threshold. Since the decay rate for this
second-step normal Auger process is slow compared to the inner-shell case, the
energies of these electrons are unaffected by PCI. These lines are consequently of
constant kinetic energy, parallel to the photon energy axis on the 2DPES [see, for
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example, three lines around

8

eV in Figure 14(b)], The kinetic energies are

comparatively small, occurring in the < 10 eV range.
(5)

Second-step resonant Auger emission. There is another second-step Auger

process of particular interest to the current work, this occurs following the resonant
Auger decay discussed above. Like the second-step normal Auger decay, this
resonant process gives rise to comparatively low kinetic energy electrons (< 26 eV)
and is responsible for much of the structure in the 2DPES of Figure 16(b).

4.3.2 Autoionization/Reemission Series in the Second-Step Auger Emission

A main goal of this thesis is to extract an experimental photoelectron
recapture curve from the second-step Auger emission. Therefore, at this point it is
useful to consider this process in detail.
4.3.2 (a) Autoionization
As the 2p ionization threshold is reached, corresponding to larger values of
the principal quantum number of the Rydberg electron [pathway (la ) in Figure 14],
the energy of the first Auger electron [pathway (lb)] decreases, provided that the
principal quantum number of the Rydberg electron does not change significantly
during the Auger emission process. This is because, for equivalent values of the
principal quantum number, the energy level spacing is larger in the ion than in the
neutral atom. As the principal quantum number of the Rydberg electron in the Ar+ ion
increases, the energy of the second-step Auger electron [low kinetic energy, pathway
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(lc l)] increases also, for decays to a particular Ar2+ state. For Ar+ states below the
Ar2+ threshold, only radiative decay [pathway (lc2)] is possible.
In reality the picture is more complicated as each Auger decay step populates
a variety of levels although certain trends have been noted. At low levels of resonant
excitation, shake-up transitions dominate, while as the principal quantum number
increases towards the ionization limit, shake-down becomes dominant [ 1 0 2 ].
Therefore, not only do the initial resonances populate a range of states (in both firstand second-step Auger decays) but many of these transitions can be observed over a
range of resonances. This can be seen quite nicely from the 2DPES. The increase in
energy of the electrons associated with the most favored second-step Auger transition
means that the second-step process gives rise to diagonal features in the 2DPES. Each
diagonal feature corresponds to members of a particular Ar+* Rydberg series decaying
to an Ar

21

state. Figure 16(b) shows two sets of prominent diagonal features, each set

located around one of the L thresholds. Nine Rydberg series can be observed on the
kinetic energy scale at each threshold.
Table 1 lists the 15 energetically allowed series which are the transitions from
the singly charge Ar+* states to any Ar++ states at a lower energy level. From the
reported Ar Auger line spectrum [97] and the reported lowest double ionization
threshold [41], one can obtain the binding energies of all the double ionization
thresholds, as shown in Figure 17. At the bottom of Figure 17, the singly charged
excitation states A+* after resonant Auger decay [decay route (lb ) in Figure 14] or
photoelectron recapture [decay route (2c2) in Figure 14] are shown. These excitation
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Table 1. Possible autoionization/reemission series in Ar around the 2p thresholds.

Final State
(*P)
3s 13p 5
(3P)
(*S)
3s 2 3 / (*D)
(3P)

3su3 /
(lS)nd
Sc
Sd
Se
S9
Sf

Initial State
3 /3 /
3 /3 /
(l?)nd (3 P)nd (‘S M (lD)nd
Sa
Sb
S7
S8

S4
S5
S6

S2
S3

SI

'So
70.689 eV

'Pi
61.269 eV

%

3P
57.469 eV

j Sa

W
03

'So
47.514 eV

//////W//...

3p
45.126 eV js 2
43.389 eV
......
S3
3 s23 p 4 (2 S + lL j)„ rf

45 .

3si3p5(2s+!Lj)„rf

3 s ° 3 p 6(2s+1 L ,) « t/

Figure 17. Energy levels o f the double ionization thresholds in Ar. The limits o f the
possible reemission/autoionization series are shown by the arrows. The shown
binding energy values for the two 3P states are those o f the corresponding 3P 2
component.
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states Ar+* can decay to any Ar++ states (shown in the middle part of Figure 17) at a
lower energy level. The emitted electrons form reemission/autoionization series.
From Figure 17, one can derive the series limits, which are the energy differences
between the starting and ending points of the arrows. Comparing these with the limits
obtained from the 2DPES, we can conclude that the observable series are the nine
numbered series SI to S9 in Table 1.
Table 2 shows the limits extracted from our 2DPES and those derived from
Ref. [97], The other six series, Sa-Sf, do not give rise to significant features in the
measured 2DPES.

Table 2. Limits of the nine autoionization/reemission series observed in the Ar
2DPES compared with those derived from Ref. [97]. In column two, the
numbers in parentheses shows the errors in the last significant figures.

Series name
SI
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9

Series limit
This work Ref. [97]
1.56(10)
1.74*
2.29(8)
2.38
4.07(7)
4.12
10.01(5)
9.96
12.34*
12.46(5)
14.12(5)
14.08*
16.18(5)
16.14
17.84(5)
17.88*
25.69(5)
25.56

* 3 P 2 energy level is used for all the 3 P 2 ,i,o triplet components.
4.3.2 (bl Electron Reemission
Once the 2p ionization threshold is reached, the Ar+* states, which are the
initial states for the series S1-S9, are no longer accessible via Auger decay. The
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vacancy in the 2 p shell is quickly filled with the emission of a high energy normal
Auger electron [pathway (2b) in Figure 14]. It would therefore be expected that
second-step resonant Auger decay will not be apparent in the 2DPES once 2p
ionization occurs. However, PCI can cause the slow photoelectron to lose sufficient
energy that it is recaptured as shown in pathway (2c2) in Figure 14 and Figure 15(b).
The resulting Ar+* levels are the same as those populated in the two-step resonant
Auger decay [Figure 16(a)]. Therefore, any signal from the decay of Ar+* states at
photon energies higher than the resonant excitation region arises from reemission of
recaptured electrons. The continuation of the diagonal features above the 2p
thresholds is shown in detail in Figure 18, with S3 as an example.
The current experiment is able to probe the recapture process further than
previous studies since the photoelectron spectra contain information on the particular
Ar+* levels that are populated by the recapture process. Unfortunately, the energy
resolution and statistics are not sufficient to make a wide-range quantitative study.
However, it does indicate where future studies might focus. Figure 16(b) shows that
the signal, in the region of the spectrum where the second-step Auger decay is well
separated from other features (S9), is quite weak with a low resolution due to the
higher kinetic energy of the electrons. However, by concentrating on the region of the
2DPES, containing electrons associated with emission from series S7 and S 8 , the
recapture yield associated with these two series of Ar+* —>•Ar2+ decay pathways, can
be investigated.
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Figure 18. Detailed map o f S3 at the Z 3 threshold. This diagonal series shows a
direction from the low-left comer to the top-right with the limit at 4.07 eV o f
kinetic energy. Two other series, SI (limit at 1.56 eV) and S2 (limit at 2.29
eV), are also present. S3 is formed by the electrons emitted in the decay Ar+
3s 2 3p 4 ( 1 S)«J -* Ar++ (3s 2 3p4 3P) + e'. The numbers o f n from 5 to 10 and the
series limit (n -> 00) are shown at the bottom. Below the Z 3 threshold, the
initial state is reached by resonant Auger decay: Ar + hv -» Ar* 2p xmd -*
Ar+ 3s 2 3p 4 ( 1 S)nr/. The 2p 'lm d resonances are marked in the right panel. Above
the L 3 threshold, the initial state is reached by photoelectron recapture (see
decay route (2c2) in Figure 15).

A 2DPES detailing this region is shown in Figure 19. This spectrum was
collected at an electron emission angle o f 54.7° and concentrates on the kinetic energy
range incorporating the series S4-S8 and extends to a higher photon energy than
Figure 14. The series limits o f the five series S4-S8 are marked above the main panel
in the new 2DPES. From this figure, we can see the existence o f these series at both
the Li and Z 3 thresholds and their continuation across the thresholds.
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Figure 20 shows more details in the region o f S7 and S 8 . Localized increases
in electron yield associated with second-step resonant Auger decay between Rydberg
states with relatively small values o f the principal quantum number are labeled in
Figure 20. The initial states for both S7 and S 8 are the Ar+*(3 5 13 p 5)( 1P )« J states.
Armen and Larkins [103, 104] have calculated the rates for radiative and nonradiative decay from these states and predict that if electron emission is energetically
possible it will be the dominant decay path. In this case, electron emission is possible

I

i

« 252-

S 250-

K in e tic e n e r g y (e V )

Figure 19. Ar 2DPES collected at 54.7° showing in detail electron
autoionization/reemission series S4-S8. These series limits are
indicated by vertical arrows in the figure. Horizontal arrows indicate
the 1 ,2,3 thresholds. The 2p A resonances are marked at the right o f the
2DPES.

for even the lowest members o f the series [105] and hence the radiative decay
pathway can be ignored. Similarly, if these Ar+*(3sl3ps)nd states are populated
through recapture o f a photoelectron above the relevant 2 p threshold, a measurement
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o f the reemission yield [pathway (2 d l) in Figure 15] is

equivalent

to

a

determination o f the recapture yield for the states that give rise to series S7 and S 8 .
This sort o f discrimination is not possible in studies concerned with the measurement
o f photoion yield.
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Figure 20. Detailed map o f S7 and S 8 . These two series are formed by electrons in the
decay o f Ar+*(3 5 13 /?5 )( 1P)nr/ -» Ar 2 +3 5 2 3 p 4 ( 1D, 3 P) + eauto/ere [see ( lc l) and
(2 d l) in Figure 15]. The rectangle around S7 and S 8 encloses the area o f
interest used to obtain the EXF described in the text.

The rectangle drawn around S7 and S 8 in Figure 20 shows the area into which
the majority o f the reemission yield from these two series falls. In order to compare
the experimental data with calculations an excitation function (EXF) was obtained by
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projecting all the electron yield within the rectangle onto the photon energy axis. The
area of the L 2 threshold has been chosen because the region immediately above this
threshold is free from resonant states.

4.4 Theoretical Considerations

Several semiclassical and quantum-mechanical models have been presented to
calculate photoelectron recapture probability after 2p ionization in Ar during the past
thirty years [30, 45, 48-56]. Although quantum-mechanical calculations have been
shown to be in better agreement with experimental results [54], semiclassical
calculations are still used frequently due to their simplicity. In this section, we report
our semiclassical calculations based on previous work [30, 50, 56]. In the classical
picture, the recapture process can be described in the following way. At time t - 0, a
2p

electron is photoionized at the classical minimum distance rmm from the nucleus

and gains the excess energy Ecxc = hv - Eh, where Eb is the binding energy of 2p
electrons. For electric dipole transitions, the selection rule AI

= ±1 allows the

photoelectron to be either a d-wave (/Ph = 2) or an 5 -wave (7Ph = 0). Subsequently, an
energetic Auger electron with energy EA is ejected, passing the photoelectron at a
distance rmax from the nucleus. In this process, the potential experienced by the
photoelectron can be described by the effective potential as a function of its distance
from the nucleus:
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which is made up of the Coulomb potential, -Z/r, due to the interaction of the
photoelectron and the nucleus, and the “centrifugal barrier” potential, L 2 /2r2. Eq. (4.1)
is in atomic units and these units will be used in all other equations in this work. In
Eq. (4.1), Z is the charge of the nucleus seen by the photoelectron, which is 1 before
the Auger electron passes and 2 afterwards, and L =

+ 1) is the orbital angular

momentum of the photoelectron. After the Auger electron passes the photoelectron,
the latter experiences a sudden potential change from Veff = - H r ^ + l l 12r 2 to
Veff = - 2 / rinax + L2 H r 2 because of the screening change. The energy change in this
recapture process is shown in Figure 21. In this figure, the red curves show the
potential energy levels of the photoelectron experienced before and after the Auger
electron passes it. Accordingly, its excess energy (green lines) decreases by the same
amount as the potential energy difference, 1 / r ^ . If 1 / r ^ is larger than Ecxc, the new
excess energy of the photoelectron, Eexc = Eexc - l / r ^ , becomes negative, and the
photoelectron is recaptured by the ion.
For a hole state of width, T, the probability that the Auger electron is emitted
at a time not longer than Tis given by [54]:
P(T) = l - e ~ rT

(4.2)

In the classical model, recapture will occur if:
^ ~ tph

ta >

(4-3)
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max

eff

max

cff
1mm
(starting position)

1max
(passing position)

Figure 21. Potential energy curves o f the photoelectron in the recapture process. At
the passing point, the total energy o f the photoelectron decreases by l/rmax, the
difference between the original potential energy, Veff, and the new one, V ’eff.
If the value o f l/rmax is bigger than the original total energy, Eexc, then the new
total energy, E ’exc, would be less than zero, which means the photoelectron is
recaptured.

where tph and tA are respectively the times it takes the slow photoelectron and the fast
Auger electron to reach the distance rmax from the nucleus. Thus, the photoelectron
recapture probability can be expressed as:
P = 1 - exp(-T (tph - tA))

(4.4)

In order to calculate tph and tA, we use the fact that the energy o f both the
photoelectron and Auger electron satisfy the equation below:

-v 2= E 2

Z

+

L2
2

(4.5)

r
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In Eq. (4.5), the left side is the kinetic energy while on the right side, the first term is
the total energy and the second term is the effective potential of Eq. (4.1). For the
photoelectron, the total energy is Esxc and Z = 1, while for the Auger electron, the
total energy is E \ and Z = 2, respectively. Combining Eq. (4.5) and v = dr/dt, we
obtain:

VEr + Zr
E

L

Z
2E

ln (2 ^ £ ( £ r 2

+ Z r - L 2) + 2 E r + Zj>

(4.6)

From the above discussion, the photoelectron will be recaptured provided Eexc
is not larger than l / / w . Therefore, the limiting condition for the photoelectron to be
recaptured is:
'm ax=l/£«c

(4-7)

By solving Eq. (4.5) with v = 0 and r = rmin, we obtain rm;„:
r

V z T7 2 £ Z F -Z

IT.

r-

(4 ' 8)

Substituting Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) into Eq. (4.6), we obtain the following
general formula to calculate both tph and tA:
t

j E / E l + Z I E m - L 2/ 2 ____ Z
V2E

(2 E)

In

2 ^ E (EIEl< + Z / Em - L 2 /2 ) + 2 E IE ,„ + Z 1
V z 2 + 2 EL 2

J
(4.9)

To obtain tA, we simply replace t with tA, E with EA and let Z = 2 in Eq. (4.9).
Then, depending on the three different values for lA of the Auger electrons, we have
three different values of tA.
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(1) For d- wave Auger electrons (/ = Ia = 2, L = 6):
2
• j E , + 2 E m -3 E ,exc

e ,„ 4 m e a
2
+■
In
:3/2
(2 E a)
JV e TA Jv e .A+ 2 E exc - 3 E exc
2 + E A. + E e:

4 l E .AE .exc

(4.10a)
(2) For p-wave Auger electrons (I = lA = I, L = 2):
+

+ 2-^exc
I-4 i e Aae,exc

*4 --

,

2
In
3/2
( 2 Ea)
a Jv e A, + 2 E exc —is2
_J
\ eA
exc + £ '.
A + £ 'exc J I
(4.10b)

(3) For 5-wave Auger electrons (/ = ZA = 0, L =0):

.
I A

_ 4 e a +2E,
-----------

/--------------------

4 i e Aae exc
,

(2 EA

3/2

In
■\JEA-Je a + 2 Eexc + E a + Ee.

(4.10c)

Similarly, to obtain tph, we replace t with tph, E with Ecxc and let Z = 1 in Eq. 9.
Then, from the two different values of lph, which may be 0 (.v-wave)and 2 (d-wave),
we have two different values of tph:
(1) For d-wave photoelectrons (/ = lph = 2, L 2 = 6):

,
'*

P - 3 E ac . ____1
a/1 + 12 Em 1
In
3/2
3/2
4 1 E exc
m
(2 Eexc)
_2V2-3£'„„ + 3j

(4.11a)

(2) For 5 -wave photoelectrons (/ = ZPh = 0, L =0):

tph

In
£.3/2 + 3/2
(2 ^ « ):
L exc

1

,1
2 V2 + 3 j

(4.11b)

Depending on whether we assume that tA in Eq. (4.4) is zero (corresponding
to the Auger electron instantaneously reaching rmajc) or not and depending on the
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values of L used in Eq. (4.9) to calculate tph and tA, we obtained eight different
recapture probabilities.

4.4.1 Theoretical Calculation of Recapture Probability with P = 1 - exv(- r r Ph)

Compared to the slow 2p photoelectrons, Auger electrons usually have much
larger energy (most of them larger than 170 eV). Thus, in our first calculation, we just
ignore the time, tA, which means that it takes “no time” for the Auger electron to
catch up with the photoelectron. In this case, Eq. (4.4) becomes:
P = 1 - exp(- n ph)

(4.12)

We can then calculate the recapture probability for d-wave and 5-wave
photoelectrons, respectively.
a)

For d wave photoelectrons (/ph = 2), the recapture probability can be

obtained by substituting Eq. (4.11a) into Eq. (4.12):
-r

P = l - e xp (-T tph) = 1-

b)

For 5-wave photoelectrons (/ph = 0), the recapture probability can be

obtained by substituting Eq. (4.11b) into Eq. (4.12):

(4.13b)
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4.4.2 Theoretical Calculation of Recapture Probability with P = 1 - exp(- r( f rh - tA))

If we take tA into consideration, we would then have six recapture probability
results with Eq. (4.4) from the three different values of tA [Eqs. (4.10a), (4.10b) and
(4.10c)] and two different values of tph [Eqs. (4.1 la) and (4.1 lb)].
For d-wave

(Zph

= 2) photoelectrons, there are three calculations with different

tA expressions due to different lA values of the Auger electrons.
(1)

For d-wave Auger electrons (lA = 2), the recapture probability is given by

substituting Eqs. (4. 10) and (4.1 la) into Eq. (4.4):
2r
(2EaY'

P = l - e x p ( - r ( f pA- f J ) = l J J TA Jv E .A+ 2 E exc - 3 Eexc
2 + EA. + E exc J I

_ V

exn

2 V 2 - 3 B ,« + 3 j

3/2

(4.14a)

S e Aae exc
,

V2E exc

J

(2) For p-wave Auger electrons (lA = 1 ), the recapture probability is given by
substituting Eqs. (4.10b) and (4.1 la) into Eq. (4.4):
IT

1(2^ y

EeXC ^ + EA

P = \ - e x p ( - T ( t ph - fA)) = 1-

■\lEa ^ E a + 2Eexc Eexc + E a + Ee,

J \ + \2 E
1<2Eexc)V1
—i
exc—
exp
2 p - 3 E exc+ 3 j

^ 2 - 3 Eexc
V2El'J

J

r ^ E A + 2Eexc- E exc
i> 1
4 2 E^ AaE,exc
(4.14b)
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(3) For 5-wave Auger electrons (/a = 0), the recapture probability is given by
substituting Eqs. (4.10c) and (4.1 la) into Eq. (4.4):
2r
1(2^)
P = 1 - exp(—r ( t . —tA)) = l

yj EAyj EA + 2 Eexc + E a + Eexc J
-V

(2Eexct

r V 2 - 3 E „ , T j E A + 2E,

exp

(4.14c)

+ -

2j2-3E „+ 3 j

4y

i e exc
v1

S e Aae ,exc

J

We also have three more results for 5-wave (/ph = 0) photoelectrons depending
on the wave number of the Auger electrons.
(1)

For <i-wave Auger electrons

(/a

= 2), the recapture probability is given by

substituting Eqs. (4. 10) and (4.1 lb) into Eq. (4.4):

e,

P = l-e x p (-r (f h-# A)) = l

2T
1 (2EAy,i

J \ + ie a

y]EA yJe a + 2 Eexc 3Eexc + E a + Ee,

1

] T ^ E A + 2Eexc- 3 E exc
l’ 1

r

,1(2E exct exp

-3 /2

_2a/2 + 3^

J

V 2e Aae exc
,

(4.14d)

J

(2) For p-wave Auger electrons (Ia = 1 ), the recapture probability is given by
substituting Eqs. (4.10b) and (4.1 lb) into Eq. (4.4):
2r
(2 e aV

EexcyJ^+ E a

P = l - e x p ( - r ( r . - t A)) = l

y]EA^ E , + 2Eexc

Ecxc + E a + Eexc J

-r

1
2

J (2 ECMt

V2 + 3 j

exp

r
-3 /2

t J e a +2e „

- eI

(4.14e)

V 2 e Aae exc
.
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(3) For 5-wave Auger electrons (/A = 0), the recapture probability is given by
substituting Eqs. (4.10c) and (4.11b) into Eq. (4.4):
2r
(2EAy

P = l- e x p ( - r (f ph~ t A)) = \

■\Je a tJ e a + 2 Eexc + E a + Eexc J
-r

1

.2 V 2

,1
+ 3'j

(2 EexcY ‘

exp

r
E

3/2

T p A + 2 EeJ
V2E AaE.exc

(4.14f)

J

All eight calculation results of the photoelectron recapture probability and
their calculation conditions are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Summary of the eight different calculations for photoelectron recapture
probability. In the first two calculations t \ was assumed to be zero. All
possible values of I for the photoelectron and the Auger electron have been
used in the calculation of tph and tA.
Formula_______ /Dh /a Result
2
(4.13a)
P = 1- exp[-T(tph)]
0
(4.13b)
0 (4.14a)
2
1 (4.14b)
2 (4.14c)
P = 1- exp[-F(tph - tA)]
0 (4.14d)
0
1 (4.14e)
2 (4.14f)

Figure 22 shows all our calculations of the Ar 2p photoelectron recapture
probability as a function of the photon energy. From the figure, we can see that all the
curves are very similar. Calculations (4.14a), (4.14b) and (4.14c) are not
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distinguishable even on the scale of the inset. The same is true for calculations
(4.14d), (4.14e) and (4.14f). This shows that the angular momentum of the Auger
electron does not have much effect on the recapture probability. The main difference
between the calculations occurs in the middle section (251 - 254 eV).

Excess energy (eV)
0
2
4
6

250

252
254
256
Photon energy (eV)

Figure 22. Our semiclassical calculations of the photoelectron recapture probability.
The probability curves are expressed as a function of both the photon energy
and the excess energy compared with the quantum-mechanical calculation
data points from Ref. [54] (empty triangles). The inset shows the curve
sections in the photon energy range of 252.2 eV - 252.7 eV. In this figure, the
numbers by the curves correspond to those in Table 3 according to the
following scheme: 1. (4.13a); 2. (4.13b); 3. (4.14a), (4.14b) and (4.14c); 4.
(4.14d), (4.14e) and (4.14f). In the main panel, curves 2 and 3 are not visibly
separated.

The biggest difference is about 5% between calculations (4.13a) and (4.14d)
at a photon energy of 252.3 eV. This difference is not significant compared with the
uncertainty in our calculation. For comparison, the quantum-mechanical calculation
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of Ref. [54] has also been plotted in the figure. The agreement between the two
calculations is good, although the quantum-mechanical calculations do not extend to
energies below 0.25 eV.
To compare meaningfully the models with experiment, the intrinsic width of
the 2p hole state and the photon energy distribution profile need to be considered. In
this case, the intrinsic width has been modeled using a Lorentzian of width 126 meV
[106] and a Gaussian function of FWHM of 80 meV has been used for the photon
energy profile. Tulkki et al. [54] simply convoluted their calculations with the
appropriate photon energy profile when comparing with the experimental data of
Eberhardt et al. [30]. However, as the recapture probability is a function of the energy
of the photoelectron this simple convolution is not strictly correct. Photoelectrons
with a range of energies will be produced at a given photon energy and consequently
there will be a corresponding range of recapture probabilities.

4.5 Discussion

An excitation function (EXF) of the sum of S7 and S 8 extracted from Figure
20 is shown in Figure 23. These second-step electrons can either be due to reemission
following recapture [pathway (2dl) in Figure 14] or second-step resonant Auger
emission

[pathway

(lc l)].

Consequently,

the

EXF contains

a)

reemission

contributions from each of the L 3 and Li continua, b) resonant Auger contributions
produced via population of neutral Rydberg states converging to the La threshold and
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E xcess Energy (eV )
■ expt. summed EXF o f S7 and S8
-o - sum o f simulated Rydberg series
atI-2 . calculated recapture curve
at£3, and a constant background
▼ cxpt. recapture curve at £ 2
(difference between the two
curves above)
— our calculated recapture curve
at £ 2

Sd 6d

£

10

251

252
Photon Energy (eV )

Figure 23. Experimental result compared with one o f our calculations o f the recapture
probability. The experimental photoelectron recapture curve at L 2 threshold
(full inverted triangles) at 54.7° is extracted from the summed EXF o f S7 and
S8 (full squares) compared with our calculated recapture yield Eq. (4.13a)
after convolution (line). The vertical dashed line shows the L 2 threshold.

c) a constant background. All o f these contributions must be accounted for when
comparisons are made between experiment and calculations.
To account for the resonant contribution from pathway ( lc l) , we have
simulated the appropriate Rydberg series. We have assumed that the second-step
electron yield has the same profile as that o f the initial Ar 2p -* md resonances, the
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scale being the only difference between them. Thus, we can simulate a Rydberg series
for the 2p —> md resonances, and normalize this simulated curve to the experimental
EXF of S7 and S8. The 2p —» md resonance positions can be determined using the
following equation:

( 4 ' 1 5 )

where Plon represents the ionization potential, Z the charge seen by the electron at the
Rydberg orbital (in this case, Z = 1), and to* the effective quantum number with to* =
m - a (/) - P(/)/m2. From the effective quantum numbers given in Ref. [99], we derived
the values for the two quantum defect parameters a and (3 and used them to calculate
values for to* for all the resonances. The Lorentzian formula

y

24.
w
= y 0 + — 7 7 ------- 7 ----- 1
K 4 ( x - xc) + 0)

. .

(4.16)

was used to calculate the yield for each resonance which is applied with a factor of
to*'3. In these calculations, we used 126 meV for w. This value for the intrinsic line
width is the same as that used in Ref. [54] for the width of the 2p A inner-shell hole
state, which is the limiting case for the resonances we are modeling. Finally, we
summed all the resonances (to = 3 —>■ 500) (the upper limit is large enough to
approximate infinity) to obtain the simulated Rydberg series, which was then
convoluted with the 80-meV photon energy profile.
The extracted EXF shown in Figure 23 also includes contributions from
recapture at the L3 threshold, which should be the same shape (relative to the
ionization threshold) but twice as intense as the L 2 recapture contribution due to the
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statistical weights associated with the two spin-orbit states. In argon, the L 3 threshold
is 2.03 eV lower ([30] and references therein). A single factor has been used to scale
the recapture calculations to the experimental data and the L3 contribution weighted
by an additional factor of 2. This L 3 recapture contribution, the simulated Rydberg
series and an appropriate constant background have been removed from the
experimental data shown to leave the experimental recapture yield at the L 2 threshold.
A simulated curve containing these three contributions and the experimental recapture
yield at the L 2 threshold are both shown in Figure 23. The background contribution
was determined by comparing the simulated curve to the extracted EXF at the 2p —>
6

d resonance where the recapture contribution at the L 2 threshold can be ignored.

From Figure 23, one can see that there is some discrepancy between the simulated
curve and the summed experimental electron yield for the low 2 p —> 5d resonance.
This is due mainly to the simplicity of the approach used for the simulation of the
Rydberg resonance series which is only valid for larger m. Since the threshold region
is the main interest here, these limitations should not significantly affect comparison
of the calculated and experimental recapture yields.
The calculated recapture yield curve of Eq. (4.13a), after convolution with the
2p core-hole width and the finite photon energy width, is shown in Figure 23.
Although the general agreement is good, our calculation has some apparent
discrepancy with the experimental data at excess energies below approximately 0.5
eV. The calculations appear to underestimate the recapture yield.
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Among all our calculations (Figure 22), Eq. (4.13a) is in the best agreement
with our experimental curve. Therefore, we can conclude that the vast majority of the
photoelectrons are ejected as d-waves and that it is not necessary to take into account
the time for the fast Auger electron to catch up with the slow photoelectron in the
classical picture. The reason is probably that most of the Auger electrons do not start
from a place very close to the nucleus. This is justified that the Auger electrons are
those of the valence shells (3s or 3p) while the photoelectrons are from the 2p inner
shell. Therefore, the time for the former ones to catch up with the latter ones can be
neglected. The good general agreement between the calculations, which do not
specify the states to which the recapture occurs, and the experimental data, which
originates from recapture into Ar+3sl3p5(lP)nd states, suggests that the probability for
recapture is independent of the Ar+* states involved [59].
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5. STUDY OF ATOMIC AUGER DECAY IN CORE-EXCITED HBR BY ANGLERESOLVED TWO-DIMENSIONAL PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY

5.1 Introduction

When an inner-shell electron is excited to an antibonding orbital in a
molecule, the molecule starts to dissociate. If the core-hole lifetime of the parent
molecule is comparable to the dissociation time, both sharp atomic Auger decay lines
and broad molecular Auger decay lines can be present in the resonant Auger electron
spectrum. The atomic decay occurs within an excited atom when the dissociation is
complete, while the molecular decay takes place at small internuclear distance where
the interaction between the fragments can not be neglected. Morin and Nenner [60]
were the first to observe the sharp atomic decay lines after core-excitation in HBr.
Following this pioneering work, other small molecules, including HF [61], HC1 [6274], HBr [75], NH3 [76], PH3 [77, 78], H20 [79] and H2S [80, 81], have also been
used to study the competition between the atomic and molecular Auger decay.
Improved photoelectron spectroscopy techniques have been extensively used to
revisit the case of HC1 [62-74], but not HBr.
In

this

thesis

chapter,

we

measured

an

extensive

two-dimensional

photoelectron spectra map (2DPES) of HBr. The electronic configuration of HBr in
its ground state is: ls 22s 22p 63s23p 63dl04so 24po 24pn4, and its next higher empty
orbital is 4pa*. The 2DPES spans a photon energy range of 10 eV, covering the
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following 3 regions: (1) 3d excitation to the first unoccupied molecular orbital 4po*,
(2) 3d excitation to the Rydberg orbitals, and (3) 3d ionization. This chapter focuses
in particular on the atomic decay channel following 3d —* o* transition. W e have
resolved the 3Jg/2 ,3/2 —>CT* resonances by observing selective decay to the accessible
final states. We present our result concerning the profile of the atomic Auger spectra
as a function of photon energy. We have measured the angular distribution
parameters (3 of the atomic lines and from their (3 values, we derive their intrinsic
anisotropy parameters 0 C2 and compare them with those of the corresponding M ^ N N
normal Auger lines in the isoelectronic counterpart, Kr. This work has been submitted
for publication [82].

5.2 Decay Features Following 3d —>cr* Resonant Excitation

The schematic Potential-Energy Curves (PECs) related to the 3d —> 4pa*
excitation are shown in Figure 24. Molecular PECs are plotted schematically on the
left side for some of the initial (HBr: X 1E+), excited (HBr*: 3 d 14sa 24 pa 24pK44 p a *),
and final (HBr+: 2 S+1A) states in the inner-shell excitation. The Franck-Condon region
of the HBr electronic ground state, which overlaps with the excited PEC between hvi
and hv2 , is shaded with gray. On the right side, the dissociation limits of the
molecular states on the left are shown giving rise to atomic energy levels.
At its ground state of v = 0, the HBr molecule can be approximated by the
harmonic oscillator model, in which the probability distribution is a symmetric
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Gaussian profile with the maximum at the equilibrium intemuclear distance, Re, as
shown in Figure 24.

Atomic
Absorption
\ spectrum

Dissociation

Auger
decay
spectrum
H + Br*

H + Br
HBr
H + Br
HBr
< y =0
Probability distribution
Intensity

Intensity
Intemuclear Distance

Figure 24. Related potential-energy curves in the 3d -* <r* excitation and the
subsequent decay.

The asymmetric absorption spectrum shown in

Figure 24 is a result o f

projecting the ground state probability distribution on the excited PEC. After
excitation, depending on the dissociation rates and the 3d core-hole time, the
deexcitation may occur in the atomic or molecular Auger decay domain or anywhere
between them, which are represented by three downwards arrows in Figure 24. The
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dissociation rates at different photon energies, represented by the lengths of the
arrows in Figure 24, lead to a more asymmetric atomic Auger spectrum as a result of
more intensity gained for the high energy side than the low energy side.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Two-Dimensional Photoelectron Spectra Map of HBr around the 3d Threshold

The 2DPES map of HBr in the vicinity of 3d ionization thresholds is shown in
Figure 25. This 2DPES is similar to previous work in Ne [107], Ar [59], Kr [34], Xe
[36], and HC1 and DC1 [74]. In the 2DPES, all the electron intensities are plotted in a
two-dimensional graph as a function of electron kinetic energy and photon energy.
Different intensities are represented by different colors, as shown by the color bar at
the lower-right corner of

Figure 25. Intensities below a lower cut-off threshold are

shown as white while those above an upper cut-off threshold are shown black.
The main panel of the 2DPES recorded the Auger and photoelectrons emitted
in all three regions corresponding to the following processes: 3 ^ 5/2 ,3/2 —> ct*, 3 ds/2,v 2
—*■nlk and 3<75 /2 ,3/2 —>s/, marked in the right panel where the summed electron yield
in the 2D map is extracted and displayed as a function of photon energy. The
conventional one-dimensional photoelectron spectrum (1DPES) of the last slice (hv =
78.7 eV) of the 2DPES is shown in the top panel. The horizontal arrows show the
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1DPES @ 78.70 eV
Intensity (arb. units)

Prompt
|

4sct_1
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Total electron yield
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/ / / / / / 2p
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s
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3rf-!a*
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t

1DPES @ 71.92 eV

4/kj'1 4pnA
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40
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Figure 25. Two-Dimensional Photoelectron Spectra (2DPES) o f HBr including all 3d
resonances and the 2>dsa,m ionization thresholds. The spectra shown are taken
at 0° relative to the electric field vector o f the photon beam. Different electron
intensities are presented using different colors as shown by the color bar at the
lower-right comer.
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positions of the 3 J 5/2 ,3/2 —►ct* (2D_5/2 and 2D 3/2 )
shown

in

resonances. Two other

1DPES,

thebottom panels, are each extracted from one of the two resonances

(70.89 eV and 71.92 eY). The narrow prompt, indicated by the vertical arrow,
corresponds to photons that essentially arrive instantaneously at the detectors in the
TOF analyzers.
We identify four types of features in this 2DPES map:
(1) Three continuous and strong diagonal lines with slope of unity. They are
the three valence photolines, namely, 4p%x, 4p a '1 and “4.VG'1”. The quotation marks
indicate the main line of the 4^0"1 state. Around the main line, there are at least seven
parallel ones of lower intensity which are the satellite lines of 4 jg 1 state [108].
Incidentally, the photoline evident at the lower-right corner of the main panel is the
3 d 1 photoline formed with the second-order photons. It has a slope of two in contrast
with one for the previously mentioned valence photolines.
(2) Many narrow vertical lines superimposed on a continuous background
between photon energies 69.5 eV and 73.5 eV. These atomic lines [60, 75], produced
within the excited B r* (3d 14p6) atom after complete dissociation of HBr, fall into two
groups according to their maxima on the photon energy scale. One group is at 70.9
eV and the other is at 71.9 eV (indicated with horizontal arrows in

Figure 25)

corresponding to the two 3dsa,m —> o* resonances. The background is formed by
electrons from the molecular Auger decays before the dissociation is complete. Since
the kinetic energy of these Auger electrons depends only on the energy difference
between the initial excited Br* state and the singly charged Br+ ion state, the atomic
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lines appear on the 2DPES map as vertical lines (constant kinetic energy). These
vertical lines can be observed within a broad range of photon energy, that is, from hvi
to hv2 in Figure 24. The molecular decay gives background to the atomic Auger lines
on the lower kinetic energy side (see, for example, [68, 72] and references therein.).
(3) Horizontal lines above 73.5 eV, which are the molecular Auger decay
from various 3d Rydberg resonances [98, 109-111]. All electrons appearing at the
same photon energy (or along the same horizontal line) are emitted in the decay from
a particular Rydberg resonance to different final states.
(4) Vertical lines above the photon energy of 77 eV, which are the normal
Auger decay following the photoionization of the 3d electrons [112-114]. The
electrons from the same line have constant kinetic energy, which is the energy
difference between the intermediate core-hole state HBr* (3^*0*’) and the doubly
charged final state HBr++. The low-energy ends of these lines clearly have a shift to
the high kinetic-energy side, demonstrating directly postcollision interference (PCI)
effect.

5.3.2 Kinetic Energies and Assignments of the Atomic Auger Lines

The atomic Auger decay lines are shown in detail in Figure 26. The 2DPES
map is recorded at 90° with respect to the polarization of the photon beam. Since the
45a"1 and 4p a 1 photolines have positive angular distribution parameter, they are
weak at this angle allowing the neighboring atomic lines to appear clearly. Each
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atomic Auger decay line can be seen across a broad photon energy range o f more than
3 eV.
There are 16 atomic lines produced from the 3 J 5/2 -*■ a* resonance. They are
evident in the 2DPES and have their maxima at 70.89 eV on the photon energy scale.
At the 3 J 3/2

a* resonance around 71.92 eV, 15 lines are observable. In the absence

o f any selection rules, it would be reasonable to assume that there should be an equal
number o f lines from the two resonances. However, the differing values o f the total

3d3/2~»-CT*

p o

n m l kj

i

h

gfe

H

GFE

c ba

"1 I----- 1--m n ------1---- 1--- nr

74H

3dS/2

P O

N MLKJ

I

C

BA

Kinetic energy (eV)
Figure 26. Detailed map o f the atomic Auger lines at the 3d5/2,v2
cr* resonances.
These lines are formed by electrons that decay from the initial Br*(3rf *4p6)
state after dissociation o f the core-excited HBr* (3d5/2,3/2 -*■ a*). This map is
measured at 90° with respect to the electric field vector o f the photon beam.
For best visual effect, this map is 9-point smoothed and the shown intensities
are the square roots o f the original values. For details, see the main text.
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angular momentum in the two resonance states mean that the angular momentum
carried away by the Auger electron may be different for the 3 ^ 5/2 —►a* and 3dy2 —>
a* states. This could result in the suppression of certain atomic lines in one resonant
Auger spectra when it is compared with the other. For completeness, all the missing
lines, whose positions are derived from the other resonance, are marked in Figure 26
with dashed lines. The lines from the 3 J 5/2 —►o* resonance are labeled with upper
letters from “A” to “Q” and those from the 3dy2

resonance with lower letters

from “a” to “q”. Their kinetic energy positions are shown in Table 4 as column 3 for
9

9

D 5 /2 and column 12 for D 3 /2 , and the data from Refs. [60, 75, 115, 116] are listed as

columns 4-6 and column 13. The errors in the parentheses include systematic error of
30 meV and relative position errors of at worst 30 meV. Two lines which have the
same final ionic state but which originate from each of the two a* resonances will
be termed an atomic line pair in this thesis. One member of the pair is labeled with an
upper-case letter and the other with the same lower-case letter. Their separation on
the kinetic energy scale, about 1.03 eV, corresponds to the spin-orbit splitting of Br
3d.
The line assignments, listed in the first column of Table 4, were obtained by
comparing the kinetic energies of the lines in our 2DPES with (a) Br+ optical energy
levels given by Ref. [115], (b) equivalent lower resolution spectra [60], (c) Br+ energy
levels following the 3 d x4p6 2Ds/2 transition in atomic bromine [116] (column 7 in
Table 4), and with (d) Kr Auger spectra of [117] and [118]. In the latter two Kr
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Table 4. Assignments, kinetic energies, intensities (measured at the magic angle) and angular anisotropy
parameters P of the atomic Auger lines resulting from dissociation following 3d —►o* transitions in HBr.
Some references are also shown for comparison.
3d5/2 decay (hp=70.89 eV)
Peak
Final State Label
4s24p4(3P2)

(3ft)
(3^o)

this work Ref.[60]
52.48(5)

} B } 52.04(4)

^
52.2

Intensity
Ref.[75] Ref.[115] Ref.[116]“ this work Ref.[116]
52.58 52.48

} 52.166

52.09

95(9)
52.54

}56(8)

175

52.00

(‘AO

c

50.97(4)

50.8

D

49.00(4)

49.0

51.15
49.22

E
F

40.53(4)
40.24(5)

51.08 50.98
49.09 49.02
40.52

135(4)

(l So)
4s'4p5(3P 2)

40.2

40.23

| 40.35

49(10)

103

(3Po)
(‘■Pi)'

G

H

40.05(5)
38.42(4)

38.4

40.05
38.43

38.45

25(10)
98(5)

98

4a24p3(3P°)5.s(‘P i)
4s24p3(4S°)5d(3£))

I

36.95(5)

( Sf t )

00

A

3d3/2 decay (hi/=71.92 eV)

Energy (eV)

}35.08d

?
4s24p3(2n°)5d(1n )

K
L

34.83(4)

(3P)'

9(2)

M

33.53(4)

N

^32.35(4)

}N }

cfy

7

O

31.19(4)

7

P

30.53(5)

4s°4p6(1S0)

Q

26.58(4)

22(9)

34.66-86
? 34.06

34.14(4)

4s24p3(2n ° ) 4 /( 1£>)<

?Dy

38(5)

36.98
35.11-21

33.53
32.41
32.36-7

71(4)
21(5)

0.0(1)

a

}0.31(8)

)b

156

}

Energy (eV)_____ Intensity
this work Ref. [75] this work
53.50(5)

53.70

35(4)

0.0(1)

| 53.08(5) } 53.30c

}60(6)

}0.30(6)

c

52.01(5)

52.19

130(6)

-0.41(6)

50.02(5)
41.57(4)

50.21

98(5)
59(5)

0.59(13)

0.40(5)

d
e

0.50(16)

f

41.23(5)

17(9)

0.66(25)
0.29(6)
0.4(2)

g
h

39.47(4)

98(5)

0.22(6)

i

37.98(5)

7(2)

0.43(14)

}-

}j

}36.11(5)

}7(2)

}0.3(2)

0.5(2)

k
1

35.17(4)

57(5)

0.25(6)

m

34.57(4)

25(3)

0.28(10)

163 -0.45(16)
108 0.65(15)

35.06-10

(5r>)

4s24p3(2P°)5p(3£>)

85(5)

Peak
Label

0.31(8)
0.2(1)

0.37(5)
0.30(14)

32.24

^55(5)

^85

|o .3 0 (9 )

1 33.38(4)

^50(5)

|o.21(5)

30.99

26(3)

47

0.31(5)

32.22(4)

23(3)

0.26(5)

0.75(8)

31.57(5)
27.62(4)

59(2)

0.60(5)

32.35-50
32.35

26.33

“Converted from binding energy a t the photon energy of 64.54 eV given by the authors.
i M isprinted as 51.16 in [75].
cM isprinted as 52.30 in [75].
^Derived from the position of the other spin-orbit component.
cDiffierent from th e assignment given by Ref.[116].

64(3)

127

spectra, the decay lines have the same initial and final states as the corresponding
resonant Auger decay line in the bromine atom. In the table, the binding energies of
Ref. [115] have been converted to kinetic energies using the 4s24pA 3P 2 line at 52.48
eV as a reference and are listed as column 6. The reference lines whose energy values
are within the error range of our corresponding line position are assigned as this line's
possible configurations.
Lines “A— H” were the first fragment Auger lines identified [60] and our
energies are consistent with those given by these authors. However, these energies
appear to be systematically lower than those given by Ref. [75] (columns 5 and 13).
One advantage of recording a single 2DPES is that the energies of all lines,
specifically those originating with different resonances, will be affected by the same
systematic errors, as long as the kinetic energy scale is linear. This does not appear to
be the case for the 1DPES recorded by Liu et al. [75]. The energies of the Auger
peaks resulting from decays filling the 3 J 5/2 hole are 100 meV higher than the values
obtained in the present work, while those resulting from decays filling the 3dy2 hole
are 200 meV higher. Despite these discrepancies, the identification of the atomic line
pairs “A— H” is unambiguous. This is not the case for the pairs with lower kinetic
energies with the exception of pair “Q” which has been assigned in accordance with
Ref. [116] and by comparison with Kr spectra [118]. The remaining assignments in
the table were obtained using the optical data of Ref. [115].
There is no evidence showing the existence of line “g” (4sl4p5 3Po), in
agreement with the discovery from the Kr Auger spectrum [117]. Lines “L” and “1”,
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the two most intense ones between 30 eV and 37 eV, can not be assigned because
there are no reference lines within ±200 meY of our kinetic energy position. The
same situation occurred to Jauhiainen et al. [118] when they tried to assign the similar
two lines in their krypton spectrum with the optical energy level given by [95]. Those
authors concluded that some of the reference optical levels are given incorrect
assignments, a conclusion borne out by McGuire [119]. Consequently, the
assignments of line pairs “I— K”, “M ”, and “N” remain tentative. In particular, the
correspondence between the peaks identified by Nahon et al. [116] and those listed in
Table 4 is not definite.

5.3.3 Asymmetric Profiles of the Atomic Auger Lines on the Photon Energy Scale
(EXF) and Energy Positions of the Two S d yj.w —>a* Resonances

In this section, we first report our observation of the asymmetry of the atomic
Auger spectra lines as a function of photon energy which results from the potentialenergy curve of the excited state and the following dissociation, as explained above.
Then, from some of these atomic lines, we obtain the energy positions of the two
3

^ 3/2 ,5/2 —»■o* resonances which have never been achieved before.
The dependence of the dissociation rate on photon energy has been studied by

Liu et al. [75] for HBr, and Kukk et al. [68] and Bjorneholm et al. [67] for HC1 by
comparing the relative contributions from the atomic and molecular sides. In the HBr
work, the authors found that the atomic decay contribution increases relative to the
molecular components with the increase of photon energy. In Ref. [68], the authors
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found that at the low energy side of the resonance, the molecular part dominates the
atomic Auger decay. W ith increasing photon energy, the dominance is gradually
transferred from the molecular decay to the atomic decay. However, the authors in
[67] found experimental evidence showing that the molecular decay fraction in the
whole intensity has a minimum on top of the resonance, and increases as the detuning
increases to both negative and positive directions.
In this thesis, we focused on determining the asymmetric feature of the
measured atomic lines on the photon energy scale, which originates from the shape of
the excitation state PEC as discussed in Section 5.2. For any atomic lines, the
dependence of the atomic decay rate on the photon energy would translate into the
asymmetry of the EXF: if the intensities at two equal detunings from the peak
position (one in the positive and the other in the negative directions), are compared,
the intensity at the positive detuning is always larger than that at the negative
detuning.
At this stage, it is necessary to explain how we extract the electron intensity as
a function of photon energy (EXF) or as a function of kinetic energy (1DPES). The
box drawn around line “q” in

Figure 26 shows the area into which most of the

electron intensity of this line occurs. Its gross intensity as a function of photon energy
was obtained by projecting the entire electron yield within the rectangle onto the
photon energy axis. Similarly, the background can be obtained from the other box
immediately to the right of the gross intensity box. The gross intensity box and the
background box have the same width on the kinetic energy scale. The EXF is the
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difference between the gross intensity and the background. Extraction of the
conventional 1DPES can be shown as an example with lines from “a” to “d”. The
rectangle around the maxima of these lines is used to extract the conventional 1DPES.
The asymmetry profiles of two atomic lines on the photon energy scale are
shown in

Figure 27 by Gaussian fits of the net EXF of atomic lines “q” (bottom

panel) at 0° and “H” (top panel) at 90°. The reason why these two lines are selected is
that, compared to any other lines, they are well separated from their neighbors and
have a low constant molecular background. Peak “q” is the atomic line in the decay of
Br*( 3 J5“/124p6) -»• Br+(3s°3p6 % ) + e and line “H” in the decay of Br*( 3d~]24p6) ->
Br+(3sl3p5 *P|) + e'. For both lines, the intensity at 0° is larger than at any other
angles. However, at this angle, the 4.s’0 _l line satellites, which run under line “H”, are
also the strongest among the four available angles. Thus, the data at 90° of line “H ” is
used, since the photoline background can be neglected.
To illustrate the asymmetric nature of the profiles, we fitted the net electron
intensity of each line with two Gaussian profiles, each time fitting only a part of the
spectrum. For example, for line “q”, whose maximum is around 71.9 eV, the low
energy section between 69.0 eV— 72.2 eV was first fitted (solid curve) and then, the
high energy side between 71.6 eV— 74 eV (dashed curve) was fitted. The fit result
apparently shows that these two atomic lines are asymmetric: the Gaussian fit curves
for the right side clearly have higher intensity and larger width on the left side than
the experimental curves. On the contrary, the fit curves for the left side show lower
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Figure 27. Asymmetry observed in the net atomic Auger spectrum as a function o f
photon energy (EXF) o f atomic lines “H” at 90° (a) and “q” at 0° (b). In each
panel, the net intensity is represented by full triangles. Two Gaussian fit
processes are conducted for different photon-energy ranges o f each line:
lower-energy h alf (solid) and higher-energy h alf (dashed). See text for details.

intensity and smaller width than the experimental ones on the right side. This
indicates clearly that the atomic decay lines on the photon energy scale are
asymmetric with a tail at the high energy side, i.e., the high energy side is broader.
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This asymmetry is related to the profile of

the excitation state PEC and the

dependence of the dissociation rates on the photon energy (or on the intemuclear
distance when the excitation occurs): The nonlinearity of the PEC of the intermediate
state causes the absorption spectrum asymmetry (i.e., the lower energy side is
narrower than the higher energy side) and in the corresponding atomic line spectrum,
the higher energy side becomes broader due to the larger dissociation rates relative to
the lower energy side.
This fitting process of the selective atomic decay lines also gives us the
energy positions of the two a* resonances. Previous works studying the core-excited
HBr molecules, either with energy-loss spectroscopy [120] or photoabsorption
spectroscopy [110], only presented the total contribution from the two 3dsn,yi —> <J*
resonances without being able to separate them because of their broad line widths.
From the previous section, we already know that for the ground state of HBr,
the distribution probability has its maximum at the equilibrium intemuclear distance,
Re. The corresponding excitation energy (the middle upwards arrow in

Figure 24)

can excite the most number of molecules, and also lead to maximum atomic decays.
Therefore, the maximum positions of the atomic Auger lines on the photon energy
scale are also the resonance energy positions. From the above fit of lines “H” and “q”
and additional checking with other atomic lines, we obtain the resonance positions at
70.89 ± 0.06 eV (2D5/2 resonance) and 71.92 ± 0.06 eV (2D3/2 resonance), and their
common width to be 1.25 ± 0.06 eY. The determination of the two resonance
positions are expected to be helpful in calculating the PEC of the intermediate state.
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The energy difference of the two resonances, 1.03 ± 0.03 eV, is the spin-orbit
splitting of Br 3d which is in agreement with the splitting obtained from the kinetic
energy positions of the atomic lines in Section 5.3.2. The smaller error than that of the
resonance positions is because the absolute error in photon energy calibration is
negligible. The value of 1.03 ± 0.03 eV for the spin-orbit splitting for Br 3d is similar
to the value of 1.04 eV obtained by Hitchcock and Brion [121] from CH^Br and
Hitchcock et al. [122] from C6H5Br. It is also similar to the value of 1.020(6) eV
found by Shaw et al. [120] from Br2, and in reasonable agreement with 1.11(1) eV
determined by Shaw et al. [120] from 3d Rydberg resonances in HBr.

5.3.4 Intensity and Angular Distribution of the Atomic Lines

Determining the intensity of the atomic lines is not straightforward, since they
may not only overlap with their neighboring atomic lines, but also with contributions
from both the molecular Auger decay and valence photolines. To extract the atomic
contribution as accurately as possible, we have used 4 methods:
(1) Extracting the gross intensity as a function of photon energy and fitting it
with Gaussian functions. This method is used for lines without strong molecular
Auger background, such as, lines “A”, “B”, “a” and “b”. In this case, the gross and
net (atomic contribution) intensities are not significantly different.
(2) Obtaining the net EXF by subtracting the molecular background from the
gross intensity. This method is good for lines well separated from any other lines. In
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this case, their molecular backgrounds to the right can be treated approximately to be
constant. In the last section, this method has been employed in determining the
atomic contribution in lines “q” and “H”.
(3) Obtaining Gaussian fits of the lines in the 1DPES. Though conventional,
this method can not give accurate results for weak peaks since molecular peaks are
relatively strong for them.
(4) Determining the net intensity at the line peak from 1DPES by subtracting
a linear background.

Because of the relative arbitrariness in determining the

background, this method is only used as a check of other methods described above,
except for two lines “I” and “j ”, which are too weak to qualify for any other method.
The normalized intensities of the atomic lines are listed in columns four (2D 3/2
resonance) and nine (2D 5/2 resonance) in Table 4. The final value for each line is the
average of all the results derived with one or more of the above methods. The
variations among different values are used as the error bar. To compare with the
relative intensities given by Nahon et al. [116] for atomic bromine after a 3cTl4p6
2D 5/2 transition, our data are normalized in such a way that line “H” (3s'4/?5 1P i) has
an intensity of 98 to match with its intensity given by this reference. The above
reference, which recorded the PES of the 3^/2 —> 4p resonance at the magic angle,
did not separate line “A” (3p 4 3P 2 ) and line “B” (3p A 3Pi,o) because of low resolution.
Also, in the kinetic region between 30 eV and 45 eV, only 5 lines are distinguishable.
Compared to our spectra, their peak number 1 should correspond to the combination
of lines “E”, “F” and “G” (3sl4p5 3P 2 ,i,o) in our spectra, and their number 2 is our line
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“H” (3sl4p5 ‘P,). Line 3 should include contributions from “K”, “L”, “M ”, “1”, “m”
and “n” and line 4 is mainly a combination of our line “N” and “o” . From Table 4,
one can see that the agreement is good for all 3s24p4 and 3sl4p5 lines. In both the
reference and our work, the three 3/?_l(3P) lines in combination have the strongest
intensity. If the lines are considered individually, line 3s24p4 'D is stronger than any
others. However, for line 3s°3p6, “Q”, the disagreement between our data and the
reference is apparent. The reason may be that the reference [116] did not subtract the
background

completely

or included

contributions

from

its

D 5/2 resonance

counterpart. For the lines in the middle kinetic energy range, located around 30— 37
eV, the agreement is also reasonably good.
Electron emission from Auger decay of molecules usually shows no or little
anisotropy. However, Becker and Menzel [64] and Kukk

et al. [6 8 ] found

surprisingly large anisotropy in the Cl* atomic decay following dissociation of core
excited HC1 molecules. In the following section, we show that this is also the case for
core-excited HBr molecules.
In the dipole approximation, the angular distribution of the emitted atomic
Auger electrons produced from the fragments can be written as [123]:
W(0) = (W(T)/ 4 7 i) [ 1+pP 2 (cos0)],

(5.1)

where, W(0) is the differential cross section, W (T) is the total cross section, 0 is the
angle between the direction of the electron emission and the electric field vector of
the polarized photon beam, (3 is the asymmetry parameter and P 2 (cos0) is the secondorder Legendre polynomial.
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The |3 values for the atomic lines, derived from their intensities at two pairs of
angles (0° and 54.7°, 35.3° and 90°), are shown in Table 4 as column 10 (2 Ds/2
resonance) and column 15 ( D 3/2 resonance) and are plotted in Figure 28. From the
table and the figure, one can see that the P values vary from -0.45 to 0.75, which
suggests clearly that the anisotropy for some lines is large. Another feature one can
note is that the p parameters for every atomic line pair are similar. In fact, there are
only two pairs whose p differences are larger than

0 .1

units.

A tom ic Line
a b c d e f h i 1 m no q
0.5

0.0 )
CO.

-0.5
0.5:

0.0 )
'5 /2
A B C D E

FH

I L MNO Q

A tom ic Line
Figure 28. Angular distribution parameters P of the atomic lines at the 2 D 3/2 (upper
panel) and 2 D 5/2 (lower panel) resonances. Only the line pairs that are
observed in both resonances in Figure 26 are shown.

5.3.5 Intrinsic Anisotropy Parameter a?

The large anisotropy of the atomic bromine Auger electrons originates from
the linear polarization of the photon beam which is used to photoexcite the HBr
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molecules. In the subsequent dissociation, the aligned excited HBr molecules transfer
effectively the large alignment to the core-excited Br atom. Though Kabachnik et al.
[124] predicted theoretically large alignments for the 3d —> G* transition in HBr
(-0.74 for the 2D 5/2 resonance), no experimental work has been done on this subject.
Core-excitation of a molecule followed by dissociation and atomic Auger
decay can be treated as a two-step process. This can be reflected by expressing the
asymmetry parameter (3 as a product of two factors [124, 125]:
P = a 2A2o,

(5.2)

where a 2 is the intrinsic anisotropy parameter in the Auger transition and A2o is the
alignment parameter which reflects the anisotropy of the decaying state and therefore,
has the same value for all the transitions from that state.
For transitions to the final atomic states with / = 0, there is only one outgoing
partial wave and thus the a 2 value is fixed to be -1 (2D 3/2 resonance) and -1.069 (2Ds/2
resonance) [125]. Therefore, such states can be used to determine A2o for all other
lines decaying from the same resonance. In our HBr 2DPES, there are four lines with
zero total angular momentum in each resonance, namely, 3s23p4 3Po, 3s23p4 1So,
3sl3p5 3P0, and 3s°3p6 ' So. From our discussion above, we know that line “q” is the
most reliable one. All other lines either mix with their neighbors or sit on a strong and
variable molecular background, both of which affect the accuracy of their P values.
The P value of 0.60 of line “q” gives us A2o(2D 3/2) = -0.60, where the error bar
resulted from the error of the P value.
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From the relation between the alignment parameters of the two a* resonances
in HBr [124]:
A 2o(2 D 5 /2 ) = V877 A 2o(2D3/2),

(5.3)

we can obtain A 2o(2 D 5 /2) = -0.64. This value is in good agreement with the theoretical
value of -0.74 given in Ref. [124]. The difference may be due to incomplete
separation of the atomic lines from their molecular background on the experimental
side or/and the overestimation of this fragment alignment in the theoretical side. With
the two A2o values and our P values in Table 4, we can determine the anisotropy
parameters a 2 for all other atomic lines which are listed in Table 5 and plotted in
Figure 29 as empty squares.
12 6
1
The Br* (3d 4s 4p ) core-excited state is isoelectronic to the 3 d core-hole
state of Kr+ and the resultant atomic resonant Auger lines in Br+ also have the same
initial and final states as those in the normal Auger spectrum of krypton. Thus, it is
reasonable to expect that their anisotropy parameters are similar. The a 2 values of the
M 4^N \N\, M 4 ,5^

2,3

and M ^ A y A ^ Auger lines in Kr calculated in Ref. [126] is

shown in Table 5 as column 5 and plotted in Figure 29 as crosses. Note that for the Kr
Auger lines, we used the x-ray notation. In that notation, the Is level is referred to as
the "K" level, the 2s, 2 p m , and 2 p y 2 levels are referred to as the "Li", "L2", and "L3"
shells, and the 3s, 3 p m , 3 p y 2, 3 d y 2, and 3dsn levels are referred to as the "Mi", "M2",
"M3 ", "M4 ", and "Ms" shells, and so on.

An Auger electron formed by the initial

ionization of a 3 d electron ("M3 " or "M4 "), the dropping of a 4p electron ("N2" or
"A3 ") into the core hole, and the simultaneous ejection of another 4p electron would
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be known as a

3A 2 ,3 "

Auger electron. Comparing our data with the

Atomic Line
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Atomic Line
Figure 29. Comparison of the intrinsic angular anisotropy parameters OC2 of the atomic
lines in HBr with their corresponding normal Auger lines in Kr from Ref.
[126]. Only the line pairs that are observed in both resonances in Figure 26 are
shown. In both panels, the empty squares with error bars and connected with
lines represent the 0 C2 values of this work. The scattered crosses represent data
points of Ref. [126]. For the corresponding relation between the lines in HBr
and Kr, see Table 5.

reference data, one can see that they are similar. This is especially true for the lines at
the 3 J 5/2 —> o* resonance, where most of the values are within the error given by this
work. The largest difference appears for line “c” for which our

012

is 0.47 units larger

than that of the equivalent line in Kr. In addition to line “q”, which was assumed to
have an (X2 value of -1.00 and was used to determine A 2 0 , the other four lines with J =
0, namely “D ”, “G”, “Q” and “d”, have Cfe values in very good agreement with the
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theory, reflecting to some extent that our analysis is reasonable. However, for other
lines with negative 0 C2 values, it seems that our data are systematically lower than the

Table 5. Anisotropy parameters, 012, evaluated from the Auger electron (3 parameters
for the Br* fragment following the photodissociation of HBr. These values are
compared with those of the Auger lines in Kr.
Kr

Br*
Final
state
Br +2

4s24p4(3P 2)
(3f l )
(3R>)
CD, )
(‘So)
4s‘4p6(3P 2)
CP)
(3^o)
CPi)
4s24p3(2P°)5 s(‘Pi)
4e24p3(4S°)5d(3Z>)
CD)
4e24p3(2P°)5p(3D)
?
4s24p3(2D°)5d(‘Z>)
4*24p3(2D °)4 /(1D)
CF)
CD)
(lF )
?
?
4s°4p6(150)

flr+ 2

Peak
label
A

(3A )
CPo)
C1^ )
CSo)
M6N i N 2 A 3P2)
(3P )
(3Po)
CD2)

Theory [126]
-0.329
-0.737
-1.069
0.419
-1.069
-0.746
-1.011
-1.069
-0.569

-1.17(25)

MiNMCSo)

-1.069

M4JV2,3 lV2,3(3P 2)

this work
0.00(28)

}B

} -0.48(25)

C
D
E
F
G
H
I

0.70(38)
-1.02(36)
-0.63(20)
-0.78(38)
-1.03(62)
-0.45(22)
-0.63(44)

} J

}-

K
L
M

-0.78(44)
-0.48(25)
-0.31(28)

}N
O
P
Q

0.00(26)

(3P0)
C D 2)

c

I -0-50(1.8)
;
0.68(18)
-0.98(30)
-0.62(17)
-0.60(32)
-0.37(18)
-0.67(42)
}. 05fl(42)

k

( 3D )

<‘P )

1
m

}*

-0.96(7)
-1.20(5)
-1.04(13)
-0.72(4)

-

a

4*24p3(2P°)5p(3Z>)
?
4*24p3(2U°)5d(1D)
4s24p3(2D ° )4 /(‘D)
(3P)

0.18(4)

-0.48(20)

} b
;
d
e
f
g
h
i
} .

Experiment
Ref.[127]
Ref.[117]
-0.31(6)

|-0.47(27)

4e24p4(3P 2)

(‘So)
4s‘4p5(3P 2)
(3P i)
(3Po)
(*Pi)
4s24p3(2P°)5e(‘P i)
4e24p3(4S°) 5d(371)

Final
State
M5JV2,3N2,3{3P 2)

0.095

0.21(9)
} -0.77(10)
>
' '

(3P i)
(3Po)
(‘P i)

"°'818
-1.000
0.224
-1.000
-0.839
-0.895
-1.000
-0.589

M M N i ( l S0)

-1.000

(3Po)
(‘Z>2)
(‘So)

-0.42(18)
-0.47(26)

h

35(17)

-0.43(17)
?

4s°4p6(1So)

P
q

-1.00(17)
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-1.02(7)
-1.08(7)
-0.77(4)

theory in absolute value. Our data do not agree well with the experimental Kr Auger
line 0 C2 parameters [117,127] which are shown as the last two columns in Table 5. For
most lines, the difference is larger than 0.3 units.
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6

. CONCLUSION

This thesis has concentrated on two systems: the argon atom and the HBr
molecule. Both of these studies were performed at the Advanced Light Source at
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory using time-of-flight electron spectrometer
technique.
In the case of Ar, we have presented 2DPES of Ar in the region of its L 2 3
ionization thresholds. The 2DPES technique reveals a comprehensive picture of
atomic photoexcitation and photoionization in this richly structured spectral region.
From the 2D map, we identify 9 series of second-step Auger decay electrons. We
obtain an experimental photoelectron recapture curve by directly measuring the
reemitted electrons. We have also performed classical calculations of the recapture
probability, and we find that the experimental curve is in good agreement with our
calculation in which the time for the Auger electron to overtake the d-wave
photoelectron is neglected. Our calculations are also in very good agreement with the
tabular data points of Tulkki et al.'s calculated with a quantum-mechanical method
[54]. From our study, we find that measuring the reemitted electrons directly provides
a clearer picture of the process than that obtained by measuring ions. This method
also has the potential to provide detailed information about the states (Ar+* and Ar2+)
involved in secondary Auger decay.
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In the case of HBr, detailed angle-resolved 2DPES of HBr in the region of the
3d ionization thresholds and including all 3d resonances have been presented using
the two-dimensional photoelectron spectroscopic technique. The two 3d3'n 3/2(J *
resonance peaks are resolved and found to be at 70.89(6) eV and 71.92(6) eV,
respectively, giving a spin-orbit splitting of 1.03(3) eV for the two Br 3d components.
Some atomic lines are separated for the first time and some are tentatively assigned
based on their kinetic energy positions. We find that the profiles of the atomic Auger
lines on the photon energy scale are not symmetric since there is a tail on the high
energy side. This is due to the nonlinearity of the potential curve of the intermediate
a* state within the Franck-Condon region and the dissociation rate dependence on
photon energy. The angular distribution parameter of the atomic Auger decay lines at
the two resonances have been derived. The atomic line pair, produced from one of the
two resonances and decaying to the same final Br+ state, have approximately the same
angular distribution parameters, (3. Derived from the (3 values, the intrinsic anisotropy
parameters, a 2, of the atomic lines are determined and are found to be similar to those
of the equivalent

and M ^ N \N \ Auger lines in krypton

3^ 2 ,3 ,

calculated by Tulkki et al. [126]. The alignment parameters A 20 for the two
resonances 3d3}23l2(T* are found to be -0.64 (2 D 5/2) and -0.60 (2D 3/2), respectively,
which are in good agreement with the theoretical value of -0.74 [124] predicted for
the 2 D 5/2 resonance.
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